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Introduction 

Daoism is the indigenous higher religion of traditional China. Growing 

fron1 a philosophical root and developing through practices of longevity 

and immortality, it has found expression in communal organizations, 

ritual structures, and age-old lineages. A multifaceted tradition, Daoism 

in the 2,500 years of its history has related to women in a number of dif

ferent ways matching the complexity of other religions, where the rela

tionship to the female is often ambiguous and ambivalent. They com

monly see motherhood, sexuality, fertility, esoteric knowledge, and se

cret powers as closely linked with the feminine and evaluate these as

pects positively. But many religions also relegate women to inferior 

status, considering them of a lower nature, impure and irresponsible, 

and often suppressing them with greater or lesser severity.1 

The complexity of women's positions is particularly poignant in the Dao

ist case, since the religion is caught between its ideal cosmological prem

ise of the power of yin and the realities of a strongly patriarchal society 

following the Confucian model. That is to say, cosmologically Daoism 

sees women as expressions of the pure cosmic force of yin, necessary for 

the working of the universe, equal and for some schools even superior to 

yang. Daoism also links the Dao itself, the force of creation at the founda

tion of the cosmos, to the female and describes it as the mother of all be

ings. Within the religion there is a widespread attitude of veneration and 

respect for the feminine, honoring the cosmic connection as well as the 

productive and nurturing nature of women. 

However, Daoism throughout its history has lived and breathed the so

cial vision of mainstream Confucian society, which was patriarchal, 

patrilineal, and patrilocal, and saw women as inferior to men. 

1 
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g

1993, 7 -8). In t

oblig ns. Girls, 
d sr g r

seen rt
c p in ou skills, rendered 

and unsuitable for major r spo si i i

Women in Confucian Chi a r fin rg hr h r l

hips with men-being either ght rs wi s t rs r d s

A r ady the Liji (Book of o th "threefold 

obedience." And the classic on Confucian women, the ( i g

ra hi of Eminent Women), (77-6 A 
woma needs someone to nd h s 

d p nd t on him. While 

And w i e son is alive, she is on 

1998, 674; O H r 1981;  Raphals 1 998) .  A r i

model, men had full control 

folk, d ermining the 

mistreat and divorce will, 

c s and socially useless.2 Wi e in 

di orc d for reasons including 

loquacity, s ling, o s

ease (Licnii zhumz 1961 , 266; Bumbacher 1 998, 678) .  

to the status of the 

Ot e s were concubines or 

� wom were 
made into symbols expres i s of conspicuous con

St'l' also Levy 1966; Paper Ko 
1993, 266). Fcmalt• h.:ts been common (Gulik Car

mody 1979, 68). Widows were low soci
19R1, 131). also 1981; Holmgren 1995; 
1993. 



women who had no property rights or status clai 1s (Watson 1991, 233-
34}. 

A moving docun1ent of their plight is the poem by the scholar-official 
Xuan (217-278 C.E.), contained in the Yutai xiuyoux (New Songs for a Jade 
Terrace), a sixth-century poetry collection: 

be born a woman, 
Jnything so w ! 
joy or 

family 

This rather dismal picture of women's lives reflects the Confucian ideal, 

held up as a model to strive for but only partially realized in history. In 

actual fact, women in Chinese society had a great deal of freedom and 

responsibility. For example, women of the lower classes had to work 

hard outside the home, not only running households but also working in 

agriculture and business (Ko 1994). They interacted freely with men and 

were not restricted to their own homes (Bray 1997). If they ended up in 

the entertainment world, they were not inevitably chattels of cruel mad

ams, but in some cases found "opportunities to develop their literary, 

musical, and artistic talents" in this milieu (Ebrey 1993, 5). Women of the 

upper classes similarly functioned as political and intellectual agents, not 

only educating their sons but also giving advice to their husbands and 

thus influencing policy making and social realities (Raphals 4, 

These women, moreover, carried responsibility not 

band's clan but also maintained close relations to 
cementing social alliances and forging p itica bonds 
45) . They may not have mixed freely with males a e 
household, but ey created women's networks t a
weight in community (Bray 
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obje of the Confucian virtue of filial piety, 
for the mother and obedience to her wishes. 

misogynous, Confucians acknowledged the importance of 
yin, t s c ality of the Earth, and honored their 

mothers-often matriarchs who ruled the household and educators who 
sh pe the worldview of sons (Bumbacher 1998, 681 ;  Paper 1997, 48) .� 
Still, in traditional Chinese society were usually prevented from 

i g more than a limited level of influence. 

Also, social rules changed over time, so that, for example, divorce y 

mutual consent became legal in the Tang dynasty. Women from the Song 

onward maintained ownership of their dowry and could accumulate 

wealth in their own ght re 1991 ;  1993, 6) . In the Ming and Qing 

women's o erall literacy grew to the point that we know of ver three 

thousand anthologies of women's poems from late imperial China 

(Grant 1996, Chang and Saussey 1999) . Widows, far from being only 

victims and outcasts, were often strong agents who made independent 

decisions, lauded highly if they remained true to their clan 

(Ebrey 1993, Holmgren 1981 ;  Mann 1987) . 

The overwhelming major of women in traditional China married and 

did not pursue an independent areer 1993, 7). Still, even if a 

woman remained largel in the inner quarters, this was n t ne e aril

conceived as a limitatio and restriction. There was also a f 

the "marital relationship that e p a zes affe i , partne hip, and 

shared responsi il (Mann 1991,  208; Overmyer 1981 ,  93), at be

ing o se represented a and refuge. 

out of t eir p i cal phe val ard

ship tended to xpr ss their yearning for the ecu

ri y of inn r Ko 2001 ). Staying at hon1e, u r un e fa

figures and performing tasks well their control 
served much to the won1e s i l y 

prop r social order. woman Confucian 

' Tlw importanct• of women in the boys also in con
temporary Japan, where the trait of tllllllt' or a charac

See Doi 1973. 
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China, therefore, although at first glance a lo ly and dependent situa

tion, was not without benefits or -t 

TI1e roles of  Daoist women in this context are con1plex. Normatively, 
Daoism reflects the mainstream vision of won1en, and female a

ers were usually married, subscribed to the program set out by society, 

and remained subject to Confucian restrictions. In other reflections of the 

mainstream ideal, there are also some Daoist practices that involve the 

exploitation of women, either sexually or socially . However, Daoism 

goes beyond mainstream Chinese values in that many of its strands pro

pose a feminine ideal as cosmic yin and venerate important goddesses 

and immortals . These serve as models to living women. Daoism, more

over, offers a social alternative for women in that it opens paths to pur

sue their own goals as independent agents, be it the practice of self

cultivation, service as mediums, nuns, or priests, or attainment of im

mortality . 

The following chapters survey and arrange examples culled from the 

historical record to illustrate changes in the Daoist perception and social 

situation of women. The historic record is used in a way similar to how a 

geologist uses the geological record: by noting changes in morphological 

structures we can become aware of the "surface conditions" found in 

different time periods. recurrent theme that arises throughout is the 

control over the feminine body. As the definitions and means of control 

change, so do the roles and opportunities available for women in Daoist 

culture . Some of the issues raised accordingly include control over sexual 

bodies, the body of scripture, bodily nourishment, ritual garb, and the 

body as a gateway between society and transcendence, between micro
cosm and macrocosm. The volume will show how women in Daoism 

have appeared in various ideal forms and historical personages, reflect
ing both general cultural Chinese attitudes and the different organiza
tional constellations within the religion. Without oversimplifying 

.t 1961; 

1981; 1981; Kristeva 
n 1994; Bray 1997; Mann 1997; 1997; 

Wa Women who 

a For xample
an an ( i k
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can five major visions and roles of women in 
each a certain period of the religion's history. They 

are hrono og ca order and begin with the vision of moth
erhood an th o e , since the earliest extant sources deal with these 

issues. Women's bo y cultivation comes last because texts on the subject 
appear in the late imperial period. The five roles and images are: 

(1) the female as mother, the life-giver and nurturing power of 

the universe- ancient Daoism expressed in the philoso

phy of he Daode (Book of the Way and Its Virtue, ca. 350 
B.C. E.) a a Daoist mother goddesses 

(2) women re resen t ves of the o ic yin, 
p e e ary to the male or yang, re ec i

presence of yin and expression ex l and 

an- y a ge i y prac ea y 
communities of the second century 

w e as divine teachers 

m in

teraction-in he i h s ity 

( 4) women 

and h m ni

em e 

pi l 
nn in n1odern periods 

The of mo er o in is ro g y 

ancient Daode aphorisn1s o i



legendary sage Laozi, the Old Master (see Henricks LaFargue 

1992) . The text represents the Oao as the great mother, the essential ele

ment of water that nurtures all, and possessed of feminine qualities of 
softness and weakness (Overmyer 1981, 

The Dao as mother is where all beings con1e from and which they all 

return, the source and essence of the universe, the all-embracing and 

nurturing power at the root of all (Reed 1987, 162). Described variously 

(chs. 1, 20, 25, 32, 34), the Dao is called the womb of the universe that 

brings forth all and nurtures all; every being is part of a single, inte

grated organism that ultimately goes back to and is embraced by the Dao 

(Chen 1974, 57; 1969). People who attain the Dao consequently have total 

trust in it as their universal mother .  They allow all changes and trans

formations - even death - to happen naturally and place themselves in 

the mother's position at the mysterious center of the cosmos, where, as 

Ellen Marie Chen points out, "things at the same time emerge into the 

activities of life and return to the quietude of death" (1973, 235). 

Other scholars also affirm the predominance of motherhood in the 

jing, and some even explicitly associate the Dao with the great mother of 

mythology.s Yet others see the feminine in the as the true 

complement of the masculine and find that the realization of the sage in 

the world, rather than being a reduction to feminine values, lies in the 

reconciliation of opposites manifest in the embodiment of the Dao and 

the attainment of life as a consummate person who is neither feminine 

nor masculine (Ames 1981, 43) .  This androgynous ideal found in visions 

of the Dao, moreover, continues in the later tradition, where it appears in 

the form of various mother goddesses presented below. 

Besides the strong emphasis on motherhood, the also links the 
Dao with female animals (chs. 6, 28, 61) and uses various symbols 
that indicate containing and latency - such as the empty vessel (ch. 4), 

the bellows (ch. 5), the dark unborn (ch .  1), water (chs. 6, 78), and the 

valley (chs . 6, 28, 32) (Chen 1974, 53) .  It also emphasizes that the Dao 
embraces all ( chs.  7, 32), evenly spreads its goodness ( ch. cher-

5 Needham 1 1954, 56. On the great mother in 
a n ; 1963; Preston 1982. 
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( 
(ch. and that in 

female ( ch. 28), cultivat
(Chen 

of givin and nurtur
with the darker side of 

darkness, emptiness, and withdrawal. 

m t r ou even uncanny side of the 

in the Dnode as the way to overcome and balance the 

dominant mode of world, yet also linking women with rather somber 

and un s umin values. This reflects the mainstream ideal of Chinese 

cul general were secreted in the inner chambers 

and c ur d to develop virtues that made them easy to control, such 

as ch stity m de ty meekness, and obedience. The Daode therefore, 

in both r n mp is on motherhood and its characterization of 

and withdrawing reflects standard Chinese 

attitudes toward women. But it also modifies these attitudes by placing a 

positive value on the female contrasting it with the male, ruthless 
ch m

Another vis n of the female in Daoism emerges under the 

ence c smo o in the Han d n sty Here 

women seen p e ent t ves of in and co p em tar to 

one orce that ov rn all ife In some instances 

even x mp le the of 

ed cine the i r rt sp l n

urt re qi, t r b ess nt
inin s he and expectancy, classified as ar

the o g ns l dde
esti t•, hea e ), and 

in digestion and dimination, c as ified sec nd r in im

(see 1974; 19 3 ; Liu 



Before the establishment of sec

ond century C.E., yin- an level 
the cultivation of qi for the at ainn e t of life Prac

titioners, who did some 

whom were later the used system 

modify their diets, breathing, and moven1ents, goal of 

the qi within and maximizing reaching the greatest 

possible vitality . Both n1en and women participated in these practices, 

however, men took particular advantage of women in sexual practices, 

known as "bedchamber arts" shu) and first documented in the 

manuscripts found at Mawangdui and dated to 168 B.C.E. (Harper 1987; 

1999) .  

Geared to enhance men's qi by absorbing that of their female partners, 

these techniques taught men to have intercourse with as many women as 

possible, preferably young and healthy ones, bring them to orgasm so 

they would emit their sexual essence-jing, a manifest form of qi- but 

never have an ejaculation themselves. Instead, men were to experience 

arousal and, by applying meditative concentration and physical pressure 

to the perineum, prevent their sexual essence from flowing out and visu

alize it rising up along the spine towards the head. Known as "reverting 

the sexual essence to nourish the brain" this method is 

commonly seen today as a form of sexual vampirism that encourages 

men to value women only for their qi and discard them after use .6 

The doctrine behind these techniques assumes that women possess 

inexhaustible supply of yin and will not suffer from the practice . Not 

only that, they experience marvelous climaxes through the skilled tech
niques employed by the men. On the other hand, it is also assumed that 

women will not voluntarily agree to be thus used, and the literature de
scribes the practices as a form of war which could best be won if the op
ponent remained ignorant of the game. Thus th
Formula of the Jade Chamber), a medieval text on nourishing 
the Master of Central Harmony (Zhonghezi) as saying: 

For of part of Daoism, 

Robinet Reid Wile 9 ; 1994. 
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A man nourish his yang essence must not per
mit learn this art. Her knowledge of it will do him 

can even make him ill. This is the meaning of the 

b not lend another a dangerous weapon." 

In fact, if you encounter a knowledgeable woman, it is best to 

gather up your weapons, because you will not Similarly 

the longlived Pengzu affirms that if a man wants to reap great 

profits from the sexual act, he must preferably do so with a 

woman who is ignorant of this art. (In Ishimp6 28.5b-6a; see 

Wile 1992; Ishihara and Levy 1970)7 

With the exception of the Queen Mother of the West (Xiwang mu) and 

some enterprising early immortals who used similar methods on men, 

women tend to be victims in this kind of practice, which was known also 

outside of Daoist circles. If women ever do engage in aggressive sexual 

behavior or promiscuity, society tends to label them as demonic "fox 

fairies ." Such fairies were believed to be supernatural beings, developed 

over centuries from foxes or other animals that had accumulated magical 

powers and learned the art of appearing in human form. To enhance 

their powers even more and attain full immortality, they had to obtain 

yang qi, ideally from virile young men. Preying on lonely, young schol

ars, they engaged in a sexual relationship with them and eventually 

brought about their death from exhaustion and qi-depletion.s 

The sexual partner practices of ancient China have long been associated 

with Daoism in the Western mind. In fact, they evolved as part of lon

gevity practices long before the beginning of Daoism as a religion and 

were undertaken by all different members of Chinese society. Daoist 

schools integrated their principles, but had a mixed relationship to them 

over the millennia-both rejecting and embracing them in different con

texts. 

7 The t x survives in a Japan se m d ca a s, 

dated not codified in the D o st 
in later dynasties 

11 fox f ir e and their activities, 
Johnson Huntington 



For example, among o ga iz d th ce t r
C.E., the Way of Great the 
(Tianshi), sexual p a t ces sub lima d Charac

their strong millenarian belief systetns, based hierar
c ies, moral life-style, and inte s n1
form d the of ganiz d 

ver the millennia Hend c ke 2000) .  As the Daodc jing and 

mains ream culture, mothers and matrons were highly n

played leading rol s as wives of leaders a d as senior priests or l batio 
ers (ji_iiu) in their own right. Beyond that, younger women we e key par

ticipants in initiatory rites. 

Early Daoists understood sexual ty as the most direct way of harmoniz

ing yin and yang, continuing a belief in ancient China that sexual ex

change was necessary not only for the individual's wellbeing but also for 

the proper functioning of the universe . The emperor as intermediary be

tween heaven and earth had a regulated sex life in harmony with the 

evolution of yin and yang qi. "Ladies of the court called nilshi were ex

perts in the regulation and supervision of the sexual relationship of the 

and his wives .  They made sure that the king received them the 

good days in the calendar according to the y le established by the Book 
Rites for each rank" (Gulik 1 961 ,  42-43) .  the countryside villagers 

similarly celebrated the renewal of spring with festivals during which 

sacred unions were commonly practiced (see Granet 1932) . 

Early Daoists similarly saw the interaction of yin and yang as leading to 

a state of unitary qi and to harmony with the Dao; i could occur as bod

ily, spiritual, or intellectual intercourse (Reed 1987, 165-66) . In either 
case, each partner had his or her role : the yang creating and engender

ing, the yin transforming and transmuting. the sexual act as conceived 
by Daoists, adepts learned to detach themselves from desire and to dis
sociate orgasm from pleasure. The act itself was less important than its 
effect of setting the qi in harmonious motion along the inner odily cir
cuits of the participants, where it provided sustenance and nourishment 
instead of being wasted either by physically 
through passionate outbursts of emotion . In the sexual act Daoists p o i
tized the internal over the in is le 
to allow full empowerment of the ar ony of the two 
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t

(heqi). As 

203). in 

a an 
a o p e

and gh 

ex pl : 

May each person visualize the qi of his cinnabar field [below 

the navel] as large as a six-inch mirror, leaving the body 

through open space. Its light progressively increases to illumi

nate the head bathe the entire body in radiance, so that the 

adept can clearly discern the five organs, the six viscera, the 

nine palaces, the twelve lodgings, the four limbs, as as 

the joints, vessels, pores, and defensive and nutritive qi within 

the without. (Sizangqing lwangshu guodu yi, 
2a; Oespeux 

e d p various divinities that they were 

going under ke the harmonization of This involved ritualistic 

movements in precise directions and according to astronomically de

f ed positions, as well as the concentration and maintenance of 

bodily essence and vital spi ts through the retention of sexual fluids. 

e ert d from asm c xpu ion these fluids were moved up 

sp nal column and into the head, where they supposedly nour

brain nh nce the individual' s health and the commu

oul also communicate with the gods of 

r ed a l participating members 

a ou th- e tury that contains 

of earlier w date he second or third centuries 

(Schipper 1994, a on are abbreviated num

Sch pper 1975; 



from the regi ter of death and instead inscribed then1 in tht' 

long l ife and immorta ty ( Stein 1 963; Yan 2001 ) .  
I n  this practice eq They a u
a in por an members of he and carried their fai r  share 
responsibility and en f . Going beyond the ancient yin 

as dark, weak, and withdrawing, the a 
l v l of re pect and honor for women an ong their followers.  However, 

neither the Great Peace movement nor the Celestial 
practic their harmonization of fo long. The Great Peace movement, 

believing their leader to be the next rightful emperor of China, 

rose in rebellion against the Han and was eliminated in a series of mili

tary campaigns. The Celestial Masters were caught up in political power 

struggles and surrendered their domain to the warlord Cao Cao in 215 

(see Levy 1956; Kobayashi 1992) . Following this, they were forced to mi

grate to different parts of north China and began to form small enclaves 

among the larger populace, who tended to view their sexual and ener

getic practices with suspicion and disdain. due course several sets of 

revelations grew from the mixture of Celestial Masters practices and 

local beliefs, transforming sexual initiations and shifting the vision of 

women to another dimension. 

in the "New Code," 
visionary Kou Qianzhi in n th 

and in 
in 

of 

x
uac n 

) .  u

Yang Xi 
Robi
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H n in 

nan, whi

accordingly called 

ascension to 

a Y g texts and instruc

tions B b h

f l revealers n ig Clarity tradition include 

e Lady of Purple Tenuity (Ziwei furen}, 

f Highest Prime (Shangyuan fu n In their role as teach

continue an ancient tradition first found among texts on longev

cti , on sexual arts, of women appearing as mas

truc : the Simple Woman (Suni.i), the Colorful Woman 

and Woman (Xuanni.i}, each instructing the Yel

low Em o H angd leaving a text on sexual fulfillment behind 

i

la it such learned ladies were known as "perfected 

(n iizhen}, a llel "pe f ct d" that is ap

zhcn, whic means "perfect, " "whole, " "au

la homophone zhcn *, meaning "vir

u o ca io ally the wo ds are used inter

32) . Kaill l la zllcn_iing Scrip

of DZ 1 133) he virtues that 

1 1 For Wei, 1 981, 1 42; 
Cedzich Despeux  1 990, So-60 . her see 

Schafer 1 977a) . A Yuan-dynasty hagiography Lislr i :hcnximr tidao hms
jia" lwuji to of  Immortals 
Those Who the Dao, 29H), 3.7a-8.l .  text henceforth referred to 
as Tmrgjimr lwu i i .  



"chaste woman" should cultivate - moral rectitude, fi ia piety , cl'libacy 

after being widowed - reflecting the quali  tit'S pee ed of women in 
ditional Chint.'se society, as already described in he 
cepts) . 1 2 

Following the female role of traditional Chinese cie y, Highest 

Clarity Daoism encourag sexual abstinence and a more de

tached role for women. Yet it h theme of sex a in tercou rse 
as an initiation and rite of con1munion by transposing it into ealm of 

the supernatural (Bumbacher 2000a, 521 ) . Yang Xi, chief 

for the perfected in the Zhen 'gao (Declarations of the Perfected, DZ 1016}, 

accordingly says: 

A set of teclmical instructions for this kind of union has adepts visualize 

the pure qi of the sun or the moon before their eyes, then imagine a god

dess in its midst. The goddess grows stronger and more vivid with pro

longed practice until she is felt present in the flesh. Pressing her mouth 
to the adept' s, she dispenses celestial vapors to increase his vitality and, 
after a long courtship and repeated visualizations, might even lie down 

with him - all in the service of communicating secret celestial knowledge 
and experiences (see Schafer 1 978b) .  Another variation of this theme 
interiorized sexuality was the adept's visualization of the joining of inte
rior yin and yang energies or of male and female divinities within the 

1 2 Niijie 
s 1961,  1 ;  

144-47; 2 13- 14; 1997, 236-

46. 246-57; 

1 975; M
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as the father of the Dao in the brain and the mother of the 
Dao 

Physical sexual practices were relegated to a minor rank and were no 
believed to lead to the highest level of realization. As the Zhen 

says: 

A 

qi . 

Dadong zl1enjing 

In the Highest Clarity, the understanding of immortality shifted away 

from extended physical longevity and the acquisition of magical powers 

towards a refined existence in the heavens. For this, scriptural mastery 

and proper meditations were much more important than gymnastics 

and qi-practices. In accordance with this shift, the school had an am

biguous attitude towards sexuality, partly opposing the Celestial Mas

ters. According to the Zhen the Lady of Purple Tenuity exclaims: 

make I 
t r 

e r gh 
(2 . l a )  

I n  Highes Cl yin yang 

longer the attaimnent of Won1en 

as a seen ex l partners as 

of celestial power could revea l 
and communicate, nece s rily sexually, 

set.•kers. ac iv l t e 

Tang when attes the of 
Daoists ,md other (see 1 985; Hawkes 1 967). 



In the Tang and later dynasties, more and oly orders 

and joined the religion, populating 550 convents an1ong 1 ,687 Daoist in
stitutions. Women nnderwent ordination into the same ranks and 

through the same ceremonies as men, and acquired the same status. 

They served both as priests in ritual functions and as nuns to pursue 

their own personal cultivation, remaining withdrawn and celibate yet 

also interacting with the society around them. Women from all areas of 

life joined convents, and Daoism in this period offered a genuine alterna

tive to the mainstream model of women's lives. 

Women were also venerated as prophets, healers, mediums, and sha

manic travelers to the otherworld. They fonnded various new move

ments within the religion and served as matriarchs and leaders of exist

ing ones. the eighth century, when Daoism began to integrate various 

local cults - particularly in the maritime and central regions of the east 

and south - divine women of various sorts, such as goddesses of rivers 

and monntains, shamans, and cultic fonnders, grew in stature and often 

became objects of pilgrimages nndertaken equally by men and women 

(see Schafer 1973) . 

One example of the development of a local cult nnder female auspices 

comes from the school of Pure Subtlety (Qingwei) and its first leader, the 

Tang priest Zu Shu (fl. 889-904; see Ren 1990, After receiving 

ordination in various Daoist levels, she went to Guiyang where she met 

the Holy Mother of Numinous Radiance (Lingguang shengmu) who 

transmitted to her the Way of Pure Subtlety together with techniques of 
talismans and exorcism. Later followers placed Zu Shu at the head of 
their ancestral lineage, which was constructed in the thirteenth century 

(see Despeux 2000a, 390; Boltz 1987, 38-39) .  

In the Song dynasty, popular cult grew around the Lady 
ters (Linshui furen) .  Originally named Chen Ji ggu, she 

despite being gi ed 
pregnant at the age 

ega to 
the de-
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veloped her home of Min (Fujian), then spread widely under the 
were magicians, controllers of demons, exorcists, and 

healers who could undertake shamanic travels to the otherworld. As the 
cult local Daoists and literati adopted it and it still continues in 
Taiwan (see Berthier 1988; Despeux 2000a, 391 ) .  

Another senior women practitioner of  the period was Cao Wenyi 
1 1 19-1 125), a renowned poet and author of the Dadao ge (Song of the 
Great Dao), whose fame reached the ears of Emperor Huizong (r .  1 101 -
1 126) and earned her an invitation to the capital and a formal title . She 

wrote commentaries to various Daoist texts and was frequently lauded 

a "master of tranquility and humane virtue and the perfection of the 

Dao." Also known as a follower of inner alchemy, she was later vener

ated several Qing-dynasty lineages, notably that of Purity and Tran

quility (Qingjing pai) .  This is evident in her appearances at spirit-writing 

seances and various inscriptions preserved in the guan (White 
Cloud Temple) in Beijing. 

In the late twelfth century, with the Song dynasty under attack by Cen

tral Asian forces, the school of Complete Perfection (Quanzhen) arose, its 

founders openly presenting themselves to the aristocracy as practitioners 

who would save Chinese culture from the invasion of the barbarians. 

Women in this school served variously as abbots of major temples, wives 

or mothers of leading adepts, and key members of local associations. 

its seven masters there was also a woman, S ( 1 1 19-

Born o a powerful local Shandong family, she received a literary edu

Ma better known as Ma Dan

so Half the Prefecture."  The couple 

h in peaceful obscurity until when the foun

Chongyang he area. to his they be

came to lea r of the local N inghai as

( inli n tang) .  Her 

Daoist i le St•renL' P r y and Tranquility (Qing

recei ved and level of Complete 

a se or he right to teach 

2000a, .192) .  later y ast ie . 



these representative cases, v.romen attained levels of religious 
standing due to their merit and dt'votion b li fs practices. 

They worked closely with men and benefited from possessing medium

istic healing powers. Honored for their 

spiritual competence, hey were seen as valuable assets of Dao, seats 

of internal seeds of perfection, and holders of the divine tradition of im

mortals. 

I n ner Alchem� 

A special women's cultivation is found in the tradition of inner alchemy 

the dominant form of Daoist practice since the Song dynasty 

and a key technique of Complete Perfection. 13 Ever since the early mid

dle ages, Daoists had devoted themselves to the quest for immortality. 

Along with meditations and the enhancement of they pursued labora

tory or operative alchemy "golden cinnabar" ) on the basis of 

mineral and vegetable ingredients. In the Tang, they moved dominantly 

towards internal cultivation, using alchemical vocabulary and processes 

to express their vision. Inner alchemy, the result of this shift, sought to 

obtain immortality through psychophysiological methods using the in

gredients of the body.  Through the union of opposites and a sequence of 

transmutations, the adept would reunite the two poles of life that com

bine to form the material and spiritual worlds. Returning from worldly 

multiplicity to the oneness of the Dao, adepts would achieve mystical 
fusion and attain the eternal life of the spirit. 

Since the Song dynasty, there have been several alchemical traditions. 
Some combined outer and inner alchemy, others distinguished an outer 

and an inner phase. Many continued the visualizations of Highest Clar

ity expressed in alchemical terms. Generally the female body was seen as 
an ideal receptacle of inner alchemical transformation. Women practitio
ners essentially followed the same process as men, but they began the 
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point and had an advantage as pro
gress set in . Their specific needs and moves, moreover, gave rise to spe

women known as women's inner alchemy (n udan) .  
in many ways continued to use the basic methods of an

cient Daoism: eve g sexual energies to nurture the brain, circulating 
qi inside the body, cultivating the three cinnabar fields (in abdomen, 
chest, and head) and the five organs, concentrating on key energy points 

the body, and meditating on innate nature. It adopted these methods 
through the Chinese system of symbolic correlation, placing the phases 

of evolution from the Dao in direct correspondence with the alchemical 
process of refining gold . 

The transmutations of inner alchemy involved three bodily energies 

fluid or essence (jing), vital energy and spirit (shen ) - in  a proc

ess of inversion and return to the Dao (Pregadio and Skar 2000, 488) . 
the first stage, the adepts join the various opposite (yin and yang) forces 

in the interior of their body and through them form an divine pearl 

which grows into an embryo of qi. The second stage consists of ten 

months of symbolic pregnancy, at the end of which the embryo is 

birthed as a being of light. The birth takes place through the top of the 

head, because the alchemical process inverts the course of ordinary pro

cedures. In the third stage, this luminous spirit learns to freely leave and 

enter the body. It is further sublimated and eventually merges com

pletely with cosmic emptiness. 

As documented in texts on women's alchemy in late imperial 

China, differences between the sexes occur only in the first of these three 

stages. In e of refining e en by "subduing white tiger" 

an f r ng qi, women refin blood, 

ago , by p ogr ssiv y d i s n and 
al ge he . as d c pi a g the red dragon" (:/um 

loll�) and is a of he year 1 3 1 0. The c s a i of the 
menstrual flow d i e ade as both 

blood in analogy tht"' s and b ing
forth a " tww blood,"  which c t mar w of white 

phoenix"  (ba�{cl lg � r t i ) .  



Both this term and the expressions " red "w te tiger" 
transpose ordinary body fluids to a hig er levd of piritua
power. When the texts wish to in te commonly 

discharged during intercourse or n1enstruation, t ey ordinary or 

medical terms, such as _jing, "sen1en," yucxuc, "monthly blood," or yuc
shu i, "monthly flow. "  As the system does not allow rupture between 

matter and spirit, the new symbolic lang ag implies that both physio

logical and spiritual transformation takes place, so that in effect the de
capitation of the red dragon is physically present as the complete cessa

tion of the menstrual flow (Despeux 2000a, 406 ). This signals great pro

gress towards the attainment of immortality, the first major step in the 

return to oneness with the Dao, the initial recovery of primordial energy 

and inherent cosmic power. In this practice as much as in their roles as 

goddesses, representatives of yin, divine teachers, and renunciants, 

women in Daoism are ideally successful practitioners of the Dao who 

contribute significantly to its purity and activation on earth. 

Daoism in the course of its history has had a multifaceted and complex 

relationship with women and the feminine. Following mainstream Con

fucian society, it accorded great honor to mothers and matrons and 

placed high value on fecundity, nurturing, caring, and other aspects as

sociated with motherhood. It also followed the Confucian lead in placing 

married women secondary to their husbands, barring them from joining 
convents and allowing their initiation into the registers of the Celestial 
Masters only with the husband's consent. 

similarly were treated ways 
a Daoist association or convent with their family's consent. Since ordina
tion involved not only social changes b t 

amily was ug
n n- s

r ig a 
b r h i own 

s e a e r g a y 
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ibil t have ir tual potential and aspirations 
them a viable institutional alternative to 

s i g the c nfines of male governance. This alternative, more
unli in comparable Buddhist arguments (see 

the that the truest and most potent form of filial 
a family service was to care for the otherworldly wellbeing of 

the ancestors and work for the living through intercession with the gods. 
Having a daughter join a Daoist institution was thus acceptable and in 

even desirable 

Daoism had impact on the lives of wives and mothers and 

offered limited opportunities for spiritually gifted daughters, it  made a 

substantial difference for widows and divorcees. Often shunned by 

mainstream society, they found an active role as priests and nuns of the 

r igio which allowed them to attain ranks equal with those of men 

and live a life of comparative independence and freedom. Similarly, ex

concubines, former courtesans, and aging entertainers could find 

refug and a new lease on life inside the Daoist organization, shifting 

their focus away from worldly involvement and towards the attainment 

of inner peace. No longer accountable to either parents or husband, these 

liminal figures os d a threat to Confucian order but offered great op

rtunity for the Dao. Mature, competent, and often with means of their 

they established convents, served as priests and healers, and con

tributed greatly to the shaping of Daoist organizations. 

these women looked to certain ideals in the shaping of their 

pr ctices Presented in myths, immortals' tales, historical 

the female b dy, these how Daoist 

c ce ve of th lv s th y continued to grow to

w rd greater and oneness with the Da
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Chapter One 

The Queen of Immorta ls 

The most important and most prominent Daoist goddess is Xiwang mu, 

the Queen Mother of the West. A potent cosmic deity and representative 

of the essential force of yin, she resides on the central world mountain of 

Kunlun and reigns over all the immortals, on occasion descending to the 

mortal realm and sharing her secrets. The goddess grew from ancient, 

popular, and shamanic origins. The earliest traces of a figure possibly 

related to the goddess date from the Shang dynasty ( 1766 - 1 122 B.C.E . ) 

and are found on an oracle bone that mentions an Eastern Mother and a 

Western Mother. No specifics are given, so these deities could have been 

mother goddesses, regional protectors, or divinized ancestors (Cahill 

1993, 1 2-13; Friihauf 1999, 8-9) . 1  

In the Zhou dynasty ( 1 1 22-221 B .C .E . ), the Queen Mother appears vari

ously. Among the classical philosophers, she is a mythical ruler or inspir

teacher of sage kings. Thus the (Book of Master Zhuang, ca . 

250 B .C . E . )  lists her among ancient emperors who attained the Dao, such 

as the creator figure Fu Xi and the Yellow Emperor, founder of culture 
It says : "The Queen Mother of the West obtained the 

Dao up her seat at Shaoguang. No one knows her beginning, o 
one (ch. 6; Cahill 14) .  Another philosophi l 

same period, th (Writings of Ma3ter 
the of Yu, t e the 

1 Other s tud ie-; o f  till' < )U l'l' l l  M o t h e r  i n d u d t · h.� e.1 sso J 9H2; Ch.m J l)q( } ;  H 1 r-
... 

rt' l l  I 'JY3 .  A d e ta i led d i sc u ss i o n  o f  l'M i v  so u n t • s  i -.  fou n d  i n  htl h.w f I qql} .  
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Cahill The goddess is venerated among 
high sages who achieved closeness to the Dao. 

A more popular and shamanic image of Xiwang mu emerges from a 
treatise on mythical geography known as the (Classic of 
Mountains and Seas) . It states that she resides on Jade Mountain (Yu
shan) or Tortoise Mountain (Guishan) in the far west and that she "looks 
like a human being with a leopard's tail and tiger's teeth. She excels in 

whistling, her hair is disheveled, and she wears a headdress on her 
head . She has control over starry constellations in the sky, such as the 
Grindstone and the Five Shards" (2.9a; Mathieu 1983, 1 : 101 ;  Cahill 1993, 

Friihauf 1999, 22-31 ) .  According to another passage, she "leans on 

a bench, wears a s ng headdress, and carries a staff. South of her are 

three blue-black birds who take food for her as she resides to the north of 

the void of Mount Kunlun" (12 . 1a; Mathieu 1983, 1 :481 ;  Cahill 1993, 19) . 2  

These various attributes and descriptions strongly suggest a tribal, sha

manic deity -half beast, half human, closely interacting with the animal 

world, served by bird attendants, whistling in total control of breath and 

sound (and therefore qi), and residing on mythical mountains associated 

with indestructibility (jade) and long life (tortoise) .  Her headdress, the 

slu·ng is a square, cornered object that perches steeply atop her head, its 

shape resembling an axle with two wheels and its symbolism linked with 

the loom and the art of weaving - the central creative and productive 

activ ity of women in traditional China and a sign of wealth and good 

fortune (Cahill 1 993, 16; Friihauf 1999, 33-36) (see Fig. 1 ) .�  

2 S imi lilr  l r • at tr ibu tes of  il o er Daoist saint ,  
of tht.>y 

i s  a rt'Pl'rt, for t x a m p e, of .1 o e
l\•.1k fou rth s.nv t l

bt• l i g a r m l it• to 
. .lsst.•mbly ot  (Nanyuc :oug�ltt· r rs ji, T.  2097, 

5 l . I Oobc; J l)90) .  tor Tai�lltl dai:t> kl/t"l 
ind il';,l tt•s I t  is mb r

' Otht>r SllU rCt.'s th.1 t  \.'lltl t .l in n
dudt• Sim.l ( 1 74- 1 1 7  K .C. E . )  Ptl rt'11 tit ( Rh.l psody Man), Guo 
Xi.m' s (d . :n l · . F . )  Po,xtims �'""' :lw.m (B io�raphy l) f 



l -:'  

X w n w ith her distinctive headdress, served by an 
mythical animals of  the sun and the moon. Source: 
Sichuan, first century C. Suzanne Cahill, private collection . 

(206 B.C.E. - 220 C.E . }, 

B.C.E .  

(Hansh u Cahill 1993, 

c .E . )  Lunlzeng a ce an Ban Gu' s  (3-54 C . E . )  
Hanshu of o f  the E er 
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shamanic deity, Xiwang mu emerged as a 
with powers not only over stars and 
protection, and immortality. While 

remained in the ritualized trances of her followers, 
wn into a divinely sent messiah and savior. 

The salvific, life-giving aspect of the Queen Mother continued to grow as 
Han progressed . Her image appears frequently in tombs, 

usually paired with her male, yang counterpart, the Lord King of the 
East (Dongwang gong) . Depicted on murals, paintings, reliefs, tiles, and 

bronze mirrors, she is ubiquitous and represents creation, cosmic immor
tality, and easy communication with the otherworld .  She is invoked in 
poems and inscriptions to deliver the souls of the dead to an ancestral 

paradise or to grant them rebirth among the immortals (Cahill 1993, 24-

29; also Loewe 1979; Seidel 1982; Reed 1987, 179; Wu 2000) .  

A t  the same time, she i s  firmly linked with the mythical world mountain 

of Kunlun, now described as a steep, terraced peak rising from a body of 
water so weak it will not even float a feather. On its slopes the hanging 

gardens bring forth the peaches of immortality that ripen only once in 

three thousand years. On its peak the mighty towers and palaces of the 

Heavenly Walled City (Yongcheng) overlook the Turquoise Pond (Yao

chi ), where the immortals hold their banquets (Cahill 1993, 37-38; Sofu

1981 ) .  The Slt i:.lwu ji (Record of the Ten Continents), a fourth

century ou t l ine of the Daoist cosmos, describes it :  

above 
plain .  p 

.md ca l lt•d 

On nnt..• of  .ue of 
u p  W a i l d 

m i les ln gol den 
jadt..• 



of  of 
pl

a douds  of 
place 

of a l l  pe ft• ted offi c i .1 l s  
( J Ob- l l a ; 1 9QO, 1 1 1 - 1 2) 

Over the following centuries, the Queen Mother continued to and 

en1erged as a key deity of the Highest Clarity school . Here she not only 

resides in the splendid palaces of Mount Kunlun, but is the ruler of im

mortals, the controller of fate, the giver of good fortune, and the be

stower of celestial blessings . She manages the holy scriptures of the relig

ion, assuring their exactness and providing suitable transmission to 

earth; she creates protective talismans; she gives instructions on internal 

cultivation; and to the very fortunate she appears in person and bestows 

upon them the peaches of immortality which will grant a better and 

faster access to the divine realms (see Fig. 2) .4 

Most famous among the people blessed by an appearance of Xiwang mu 

is the Han Emperor Wu (r. 140-87 B.C.E . ), whom she allegedly visited in 

1 10 B.C.E. with an extensive entourage of celestial attendants and divine 

ladies. As recorded in Zhang Hua's (232-300 C.E . )  encyclopedic Bowu zhi 
(Record of Extensive Things; see Stranghair 1973) and later developed in 

the fourth-century hagiography (Esoteric Biography 

of the Han Emperor Wu, DZ 292; trl. Schipper 1965; Smith 1992), the 

Queen Mother initiated contact by first sending a messenger announcing 

her arrival .  This gave the emperor time to prepare a room for the meet
ing, scheduled to occur on the seventh day of the seventh month (Cahill 

1993, 54-55) .  

-t i n  h six th

1 1 7- 1 9), 32 . l a - 1 2b. 
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F i� .  2 .  Qut'l' l l  Motht• r n f  t he West  t w o  on balus
t r,ldt:• o f  lwr t l l l  Zc1 1s.r it l l l  l it ·.ri tm :lwa1 1 . 



This date, originally related to the cycle of popular festivals and exor

cisms, stands at the midpoint of the year with the cosmic forces in perf ct 
balance. It marks the day when the d ivine and hun an worlds touch, and 
is the optin1al date for the exchange of yin and yang (Bodde 1 975, 281 -

88) .  According to legend, on this day the Weaver Maid and the Oxherd 

Boy - two stars fron1 different parts of i lky Way that symbolize yin 
and yang - meet with the help of a cosmic bridge formed by magpies. 
It is also the day when Daoist adepts have closest access to the other

world, when immortality seekers succeed in their endeavors, and when 

deities descend to earth. More recently, this date has become a day of 

celebration for women, the number seven associated with their energy 

cycles and thus symbolizing the female.  In Japan, this date marks a 

highly popular festival known as Tanabata when people write their 

wishes on pieces of colored paper and knot them into ornamental 

branches - certain that this practice will communicate their desires to the 

gods (Loewe 1979, 120; Schipper 1965, 52-53; Kominami 1991) . 

On this wondrous date, in 110 B.C. E., the emperor was in full readiness in 

his holy chamber to receive the Queen Mother, who arrived to the sound 

of celestial flutes and drums and in the company of numerous divine 

ladies, dragons, phoenixes, and her three bird messengers. 

Wudi 1 1 �i:l1 1 1an 
2 1993, 1992, 2:484) 
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After engaging in n u t nd po t exchange with the em
peror, t go ss p ach s of immortality, laughing at 
h o s to p nt their pits and grow more of the divine fruit. 

so ovi s the emperor with detailed instructions on internal cul
tivation and various methods of pursuing the Dao, and supports him 
with sacred texts and protective talismans. Eventually she takes her 

wishing him the best in his immortal endeavors. However, in the 
following years, d s it his firm intention to develop his inner truth and 
attain m eror gets too d ply enmeshed in politics and 

struggles. He fails to follow the instructions with discipline and 
thus forsakes the divine seed that the Queen Mother planted, never at

ultimate ascension to the immortals (Cahill 1 993, 147-68; Friihauf 
1999, 75-77). 

Several th r were similarly blessed by a personal encounter 

with Xiwang mu. them is King Mu of Zhou (r. 1 001 -946 
in travel through his realm, on occasion even 

ve ring far into the unknown. These journeys are described in the 

tianzi zh uan Mu, Son of  Heaven, DZ 291 ;  Mathieu 

1978), an anonymous historical novel allegedly written around 400 

but known in extant sources only since the third century (Nien

hauser 1986, 632-33) .  The stories are also summarized in the Liezi (Book 

of Master Lie), a collection of Daoist tales and philosophical vignettes 

from about 300 C . E .  On one of these trips, King Mu journeyed all the way 

to Mount Kunlun, where he visited the Queen Mother. "They toasted 

each other on the banks Turquoise Pond, and the Queen Mo he

a for t e king, which he returned with of his own" 

(Liczi Gra 1 960, 64; Cahill 1 993, 48) .5 Following this, the king re

turned to i enriched thro encounter but not quite imnlor

blessed by the goddess the Yellow Emperor, 

who receives that ove
the o Rebd 1 990, l 65-66);t> thl' who 

' •  r cs . ue t ht' i\ l 1 1  3. 1 5-16 .  
1993, 50-5 1 ;  Mathit>u 1 971' . a st.•e Porh .. 'r 1 996. 

'' Thl' Yt'llow rect.' i v t•s fwm a of  
the My stt•rious of the 



her admiration because of his outstanding virtue; and the great Yu who 

only succeeds in taming the floods because he receives active support 

from the goddess (see Cahill 1 993, 109-19) .  In all these cases, the Queen 

Mother of the West appears as a helpful and accessible supporter of hu

man endeavors, providing protection and instructions for the attainment 

of peace and justice in the world and perfection in the supernatural 

sphere. She is the queen of Kunlun from where she controls all fates, but 

she is also the giving mother who cares for and protects her subjects. She 

rules as the mistress of the universe, yet serves as indulgent teacher and 

supporter of humanity. Part of the creative essence of the cosmos, she is 

a true mother: first and foremost available to assist people in their spiri

tual endeavors, never tiring to awaken the divine essence in worthy sub

jects and by implication all Daoist seekers. 

Meta l  Mother of the U n iverse 

While the image of the Queen Mother in the early middle ages conforms 

closely to the ideal of the female in Highest Clarity Daoism - the divine 

giver of instructions and protection - her late medieval representation 

enhances her stature and makes her even more potent as the highest rep

resentative of the pure power of yin. This later manifestation is described 

by Du Guangting (850-933 c. E . }, court Daoist, senior master, and a re

nowned ritualist. 

nea r Chang' an, Du Guangting underwent Daoist training on 
Moun t Tianta i in Zhejiang and lived there in seclusion. In 875, he was 
cal Jed to court by Emperor Xizong and became an editor of imperial 
memora nd a .  He also served as a court counsellor and par cipated in 
controversies wi th the Buddhists, eventually rising to the rank of 

missi oner of Daoist A fter the ca pital in 881 ,  
he fled w i th the im peri a l t o  ichu an , and com pi led 
Daoist tex ts and l i tu rgies .  Following the court, he retu rned to 

st>rve� as d i v i n i t y  of wa r, sl.• x ,  and  t' V( ' r l a s l i n �  h fe, a n d  l'.U\ lw Sl'l'n a s  ,1 Sl'l'\ l l l\.i . uv 
man i fl•s tat ion of X i wan� m u  ( Yongdii '11X j ix iun / 1 1  h .2,l - 4 a ;  To1 1,c.:j it 1 1 1  " " " ' ' 2 . l .l - .1 ,l ) .  
Sl- e  Cah i l l  
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in and again joined fled back to Sichuan a year later. In 901 ,  the Tang 
exile government was overthrown by a local warlord, who established 
the kingdom of Shu. Du joined this new regime as royal tutor. He con
tinued to be promoted by the Sichuan king until he retired from official 
service to Mount Qingcheng, where he compiled, edited, and composed 
Daoist texts until his death in 933 (see Verellen 1 989) .  

During the later period of his life, Du Guangting wrote a number of  im
portant Daoist works, including an anthology of women's hagiographies 
called the Yongcheng jixian lu (Record of the Assembled Immortals of the 
Heavenly Walled City, DZ 783) . i  Consisting of two and partly con

tained the eleventh-century encyclopedia Yunji (Seven Tablets 

in a Cloudy Satchel, DZ 1032), this text has the most elaborate presenta
tion of Xiwang mu among Daoist texts, integrating all the different tradi

tions that had accrued around her and emphasizing her cosmic stature 
and embodiment of yin (see Cahill 1 986a) .  

The text calls her Mother Metal Mother (Jinmu) after the cosmic phase 

associated with the west, and lists a series of her numinous titles. The 

hagiography begins: 

(9a) 

Stating that "she is, in fact, the incarnate wondrousness of the innermost 

power of the west, the ultimate venerable of a ll-pervading yin qi," 
Guangting describes her birth as originating fron1 the Dao itself. As the 

Dao, he says, "was resting in nonacti , i t  desired to unfold nd gu i e 

the mysterious accomplishments of creation, to bring forth and raise the 

myriad beings" To do so, it took pure yang qi and 

the Queen Mother's counterpart, the Lord King of the East, here 

known as the Wood Lord (Mugong) and associ tt.• with spring 

color blue-gret•n . 

;·  Suzanne Cahil l  has m.1de .m t.':\ tensive study of this work see Cahi l l  
1 992; 2000; 2001 . A transl.1 tion and analysis of the text  is forthcoming DivitJt.> 
St•crt'f� of tilt' Daoi� t Sis tcriW<Jd (Cambridgt.� : Th ee Pines P ess)
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She floated n spiri t  and was s hidden in  

he t e west's primordial 

Then she divided pure esse

and form 

Consisting of nothing but utterly pure, cosmic energy, the Queen Mother 

represents the essence of ultimate yin. "She mothers and nourishes all 

kinds of beings, whether in heaven above or on the earth below, whether 

in any of the three worlds or in any of the ten directions. Especially all 

women who ascend to immortality and attain the Dao are her depend

ents" (9b) .  

Not left to do all the great work alone, moreover, she is accompanied by 

a number of assistants and ladies-in-waiting. They also have biographies 

in Du Guangting's work.8 Designated as the "women" of the Queen 

Mother, they are described in terms of their human names - whether 

given at birth on the human plane or adopted when they descended to 
deliver divine teachings - and through their celestial exploits, such as 

attainment of specific methods, ecstatic travels, or connections with cos

mic deities. They serve as instructors to humanity and are highly literate, 

creating poems of great quality, often in large numbers. In this latter trait 
they resemble the perfected of Highest Clarity who tend to express 
themselves frequently in verse (see Russell 1985). The ladies, like the 
Queen Mother herself, represent the powerful and all-knowing nature of 

H of y n 

of 
an

wang fur ; 
Tongjian houji, 
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the cosmos, a great reservoir of depth and hidden strength which is 
transmitted to hun1an beings on special occasions. 

The F o w e r of Yin 

Xiwang mu is seen as the perfect embodiment of the cosmic power of 
As such, she comes to fulfill three distinct roles that each symbolize 

the cosmic dimension of yin and its activation in the world . These roles 
the empowerment of women in different areas of life . First, she is 

the personification of the Dao and the key administrator of the universe, 
with powers bestowed directly from the central deity of the world .  
Guangting says: 

r n i i
as 

( l Ob; 1 993, 
59; Cah i l l 1 993, 1 04) 

In this rolt•, co 1 l t
ran n

a 1 997, 60) .  alone is o
the important ga t i g ing 
observances - what and d ma n would 
do the l o manages the edit ng, correct-



ing, and processing of the sacred the 
teaching and the holy containers the 

Completely fulfilling ole, the 
cal way the in po ta of women and 
aspects of life with full 

Women are empowered by she creates a 
tion of femininity that clearly and ead

ership. 1l1ere is nothing or hesitant about this goddess - she pro

vides a model of feminine authority and assertiveness. Just as the imag

of the goddess encourages women to emulate this part of their inherent 

potential, so it reminds men of women's competence and inherent 

power. 

In a second aspect, the embodiment of utmost yin through the Queen 
Mother enhances the appreciation of the female aspect in the human 

body. She appears in early medieval literature as a body divinity and 
object of visualization. As the Laozi zhongjing (Central Scripture of Laozi, 

1 168),9 a meditation text associated with Highest Clarity, says: 

qi 

pa e s the divine representation of 
c s c body - seen as a replica of the larger universe, 

Yunji qiqian, 
n 
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o plete with stars, gods, rivers, and mountains. 1°  The divinities in the 
body, who simultaneously reside in the stars, represent both the instinc

and the spiritual/divine sides of the human personality and 
stand for both yin and yang. Yang is found in the three h u n  or spirit 
souls, while is present in the seven or material souls . The same 

also applies to two sets of three divinities each, the Three 
Ones (sanyi) who represent people's heavenly potential and the Three 
Corpses or Deathbringers (sanshi) who entice them towards evil and 
make them sick (see Kohn 1 997a) .  By becoming aware of the internal y

and yang tendencies, Daoists learn to reorient their bodies toward purer 
levels of qi and e en a l attain direct communication with the heav
en forces. The become one with them and ascend to immortality. 

The power of in this context is just as important as the power of 

yang. Bot have to be refined and purified equally for the adept to attain 
wholeness and access to spiritual perfection. This holds 

for en and women. Women, th ou h the goddess 
o appreciate and enhance their femininity a on

stren they too 

can never be complete without 

female self. v sual zin the goddess in the body, moving about and 

ar the heart, members of both sexes realize their fu l 

In a third dimension of the Queen of 

s i . 

d rec and most obvious of 

e jins o "essence" into qi, th

shen o x a thus i t c u se, 

jius the ri g it to u f e . jiug 
through pp

the qi  tha

c a n
h 1 

jiug w o t 

I l l the in Daoism, 1 978; 1 994; Kohn 1 99 1 ;  Andersen 
1 994; Krol l 1 996; Saso 1 997; 200 I .  
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n mu ' 

yin 

in 71 1 1991 : 

re h drum; 

whir lw i upward d dr o s . 

with i h i her hands, 
the l a 

Peak, 
Mother there to meet her. 

(Qumr Tmrgslri 948; Cahi l l 1 993, 21 7) 

I I Ti.mgjiau lwuji (3 .oa-7 a; 5.Rb- 1 1 b); y,, ;, , i J ,s swmgji Record of 
Era), a (60.40) . 



In the Tang, the to X ang mu t ou
Mount Heng, the 

residen , to Mount Hua near Xi' an ea y 
n1ains was believed even 
southeast. As n the Nnnyr tc  :lt i 
Southern Peak), near n1ain was 

monastery named Qizhen guan (Monas er of Sojourning 

which contained a n1ajor hall specially her (20 . 1 2b) .  

On a more official level, the Queen Mother was the state 

and invoked in connection with a rite known as "tossing the dragons" 

( toulong), which involved the delivery of prayers and petitions to the 

gods by casting metal images of dragons - the messengers of the di

vine - into flowing streams (see Chavannes 1919; Kamitsuka 1992) . Per

formed mainly on Mount Tai, the sacred peak of the east and residence 

of the god of the underworld, the ceremony caused the construction of 

some major temples and the creation of a pond, still known today as the 

Queen Mother's Pond - an  earthly equivalent of the Turquoise Pond on 

Mount Kunlun (Cahill 1993, 59) .  

Another site made holy through this ceremony of "tossing the dragons" 

and the presence of the Queen Mother is Mount W angwu in 

Residence of Sima Chengzhen (647-735), the twelfth patriarch of 

Clarity and highest ranking Daoist under Emperor Xuanzong (r. 71 3-755) 

(see Engelhardt 1987; Kirkland 1 986), this was also the first of thirty-six 
grotto-heavens (dongtian), supernatural passage ways that connected the 

sacred mountains of the earth with each other and with the realm of the 

immortals. Xiwang mu was actively worshiped here, and ceremonies in 
her honor and of communication with the otherworld took place on a 
regular basis (Cahill 1993, 60) .  

The Queen Mother also had a sanctuary that received official sponsor
ship on Mount Hua in Shaanxi. As the sacred peak of west, this 
tion had the same cosmological associations as the Queen 

fall, death, spirits, and so on . housed 
in her honor (Cahi 1993, ro y existed numerous other 
undocumented sanctuaries e goddess, 
official documents on her are 
dox Daoist government focused her to 
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1 2 More than five hundred poems invokin� her are contained in the Quan 
Taugsll i  (Complete T,mg Poems; s e c  Cah i l l  1 993) .  For shamanic rdations among 

men and goddesses, also Schafer 1 973; Cahi l l  1 985. 



dhism, and Daoism, the goddess ep sent n1ixtu
joining moral actions and comn1uni ty 

of nirvana and the attainment n1 m al ty (Jordan and 

Overn1yer 1986, 24) .  She i r s te

scriptures, including so-called cious ( /Jaoj r tan ) .  tex s are 
revealed in spirit-writing seances and a 
lowers, made up largely of women and belonging gio

societies, such as the Lotus Sect (B i ian pai) the Unity R l g on 

(Yiguan dao; Jordan and 1986, 227) .  

One major record of the goddess's exploits that was not revealed a 

seance but stems from the hand of the senior official Wang Shizhen 

(1526-1590), a native of Taicang in Suzhou and the author of several Dao

ist works including a collection of immortals' biographies, the 

quan:zhuan (Complete Immortals' Biographies, 95713) .  His 

(Record of the Metal Mother), contained in his collected works, the 

zhou slzam·cn xugao (More Works from the Man of Mount Yan-zhou, ch. 

68), pulls together information from earlier sources including the 

Du Guangting's Yongcheng jixian and the Yuan

dynasty Tongjian ho j (DZ 298, 1 .9a-21a) (Waltner 1987, 1 19-20) .  The oc

casion of its compilation was Wang Shizhen' s involvement with Dao

ist experiences of a young woman from his hometown, known as Tan

yangzi, who before her bodily ascension to immortality rmdertook an 

ecstatic journey to the court of the Queen Mother. 

Tanyangzi was born as Wang Taozhen in 1558, the second child of Wang 

Xijue, a friend and clansman of Wang Shizhen. As he describes 
z an (Biography of the Great Master Tanyang), she is 

drawn to a spiritual life from early on, even as a child cuts images of 
the bodhisattva Guanyin from paper to worship her an regu ar y chants 
the name of Amihibha. When her parents betrothed to a o 
cial' s son, she remains detached since she knows that not her 
destiny. Indeed, her fiance months after the betrothal 

mourns a 

leaves h . As this 

n bbr v i n Za11gwai daoslw 
r r t 

The n mb ri g 
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Seated the shrine to her dead fiance 

of her followers, she leaves her 1 987, 1 1 5- 1 6} . 1 4  
The Daoist career of and 

ence of the Queen in of by 
late with Guanyin, t e of 

Wusheng laomu, the universe, she 

tinct in her location, appearance, and function, a the 
Daoist transforn1ation of the She is n1ajestic and imposing, 

serves as the dominant instructor of the female seeker. Not hesitating to 

exert her powers, she calls the girl to heavenly abode and presides 

over her transforn1ation from human to immortal . 

More recently, the Queen Mother of the West, again linked with Guan

yin and Wusheng laomu, has emerged as a popular deity in Taiwan (see 

Ho 2003), where she also serves as central goddess of the Compassion 

Society (Cihui tang), founded after World War II, in 1 949 (Jordan and 

Overmyer 1986, xvii ) .  Called the Metal Mother of the Turquoise Pond 

(Yaochi j inmu), or simply Queen Mother (Wangmu niangniang), she ap

pears to cult leaders and selected members through the planchette, a 

form of automatic writing undertaken in trance . Followers obey her in

structions, which include ethical rules as well as methods of religious 

training, and learn to activate her presence through ritual worship, ec

static dance, trance states, and good deeds.  They wear blue-green uni

forms as a sign of their membership and find physical healing, social 

community, and spiritual attainment through the practice (Jordan and 

Overmyer 1 986, xviii) . 

The Queen Mother of the Compassion Society is too high and transcen
dent to be depicted as a personal deity and often appears in images as a 
dragon. She takes an active part in the lives of women and guides them 
to their greatest personal and spiritual attainment, often bringing about 
miracles and fortuitous coincidences. For instance, a devotee called 
quisite Fragrance reports how the Mother protects her against various 
vicissitudes of life : 

Tanyangzi forthcoming: 
The a Late-M ing a1 1d 



Onct.' m y  h ush.-tnd .-tnd I wert.' com i ng back from thl' f'a lacl' I of 
Mother .. vnrsh i p) i n  the ra in . When we reached th i s  l i tt le pa th 
,:md w e re abou t to come i n, two kids on a motorcycle  c a m e  
a long rea l ly  fast .  My husband w a s  r iding the bicy cle w i th m e  
[ sidesJddle) on the back, and the motorcycl e  hi t u s in the back 

wheel . I felt as though somebody hel d my body and gradu a l l y  

lowered it to the ground. I was sitting on the ground and 

hadn't  been hurt at all .  Nor had my husband . . . .  The two kids 

tried to run away on the motorcycle, but it wou l dn ' t  restart .  It  

was as the Mother wouldn' t  l et them run away.  Oordan and 

Overmyer 1 986, 1 9 1 )  
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made clear by Du Guangting in the hagiographic section of his collection 
of commentaries on the the 

(Wide Sagely Meaning of the Perfect Scripture of the Dao Its Virtue, 
DZ 725) .  He says: 

The Holy Mother Goddess was the Jade Maiden of Mystery 
and Wonder as long as she resided in heaven. After she had 
given birth, she was promoted to Goddess of the Great One. 
As such she taught Lord Lao the basic principles of reforming 
the world and spreading the true teaching. (2.21 b )2 

After the Holy Mother Goddess had given birth to Lord Lao, 
she dimbed into a jade carriage drawn by eight luminants and, 

followed by a host of transcendent attendants, ascended to 
heaven in broad daylight. Under the great Tang dynasty, she 

was venerated properly and given the title Great Queen of 
Former Heaven. (2 . 14a) 

In the following sections, we will look at each aspect and stage of the 
goddess's career, presenting different sources and examining the 

variants and complexities of her myth. 

M_yster_y and Wonder 

The expression "mystery and wonder" goes back to the first chapter of 
the Daode jing, where the Dao is described as "mysterious and again 

mysterious, the gate of all wonders ."  The phrase xumzmiao occurs the 
middle ages as a formal name Lord Lao and as in part of the title of 

his main hagiography, the Xuaumiao ncipim1 (hmer Chapters of Mystery 

an which survives in fragments. 3  The word "wonder" (miao), 

2 A s imi lar statemt.•nt i s ll lso in the Song hagiography You long :lwmz 
(Like Unto a DZ 3.H,1 Ttmgjitm lwuji 1 .4ab . See Kohn 1 998a. 

' F rugnwnts and ci tat ions rt>m.1in in Yixia / u n  (Discourse on Barbarians and 

Chinese, Nmr 54, dat .  467); / rm (Laughing at the Dao, 

21 03, 52 . 1 43-52, dat .  :/r mamrg ( A  Pearly Bag of the Three Caverns, 
1 1 39, dat .  6H2), H .4.1; Miaomen youq i (Entra i'\Le to the a te of al l  Wonders, DZ 
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Sau tian uci
_iic Jins DZ 1 205) 

420 . 

qi 

217-34) . 

. a

1 1 23, 71 3), 7b ;  Cuangslzeng y i  2 .20b. See 1 959, 

301 -3; 1 990, 382-85; 1 995a, 2 1 9-20 . 
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was born thus called Laozi, O l d  Child . 

Scripture of tlze Three Terraces hat is 
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As regards his rn n in 
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in his 

Laozi was 
jie jing 
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i Lor

whosl' was (see Bokenkan1p bi
o chaph.•r 63 of  Qian's 

1 04 B.C . E .  I t  begins: 

LJozi WJS ..l n i � u ren hamlet i n  Hu d is trict in  the state 

of Chu . His surn..lme was Li,  his  personal  name Er, and he was 
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Shengmu bei 
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Laozi ' s  m t r married d e 
take on Yet 
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abbreviat ion "J HL" rders to the Dao:aug jiuglr ua l u  of 

tial of the D.-10ist Canon),  of 

publ ished in 1 922. The numbl•rinv; 2002. 



sage pointed to and said : 
1 ;  Ko n 1 996a, 

In the following centuries, this ele en ry story of Laozi' s birt is ex

panded to include several myths surrounding birth of 

elevating the goddess from Mother Li to dess . 

The first evidence of Buddhist integration is found in the 

cited earlier. It describes Lord Lao's career after his successful ap

pearance China, outlining his emigration across the western pass, the 

transmission of the Daode to the pass guardian Yin Xi, and his con

version of the barbarians. The highlight of the story is his command to 

Xi to obtain birth the western land and become the Buddha. The 

text says: 

h A s a nd Daodc ji11g :mjuc Expla

Virtue, See 
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Unlike the San tian nciiie jing, which has Yin Xi  being born s 
the Xuanmiao neipian de cribes Laozi in this role . Here the story runs: 

crossed the pass and went to India. The wife of the king 
of India was called Jingmiao. When she took an afternoon nap, 

on the essence of the sun and entered her mouth .  

On the eighth day of  the fourth month of  the fol lowing year, he 

emerged through her left armpit. It was midnight. Having 

barely touched the ground, he took seven steps. From then on 

the Buddhist teaching came to flourish. lrm; l zm, 
2103, 52. 148b; Kohn 1 995a, 1 05) 

in e Taizi ru iying bcnqi jing 
c rd ce All e T. 185, 3.472-83), 

Zhi Qian 1992) . 

ar ety of 

on o e by 

ele and ear

by e en r

to hi e 

are also p e ti
e

wh associated y

More specifically, 

producing exce t on l b on r . 

tion in her continuous y . t

de icte as b ing of extraordinary beauty a

actual is miracu lous and the jus bo n b h s t a s b

walk a speak.  He speaks the classical words:  "The I an1 
bove and under w rl s a e ot ng u a . 

enjoyablt.�?" The gods of  ea en desct•nd to show 

celestial d ragons perform purifica ti ons for traditional 

Chinese my ths of eroes births accompanied by divine signs and 
dragon ssengers from the otherworld . 



The goddess in this stage of her career a a d ous 
mission blessed an1ply by many supernatural 

It is the starting point for her elevat t lord's 

teacher and instructor. 

Teaching the divine child, the goddess prepares him for his important 

tasks on earth, ensuring that he can properly fulfill his duties of saving 

humanity and guiding people to perfection. To do so, she takes on the 

role of instructor and is called Goddess of the Great One. 

The One, first described in ancient philosophical texts, indicates the pri

mordial state of the world right at the time when things and beings are 

about to be created . As the has it: 

The One represents the principle of unfolding, the primordial state 

unified pre-creation, and the underlying force that sustains life. "One

ness," moreover, is the basic characteristic of all there is, the state to 

which all eventually returns. The says: 

In d a
d i . In

a e One 

and 

undertaken. Em-
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peror Wu offered a sacrifice to the Great One before embarking on a 
against the southern states. He fought under a banner show

the sun, the moon, and the Northern Dipper, as well as the Great 
the shape of a fly g 28) .  

The Goddess of  the Great One appears first the late Tang dynasty in 
Du Guangting' s hagiography of the Holy Mother Goddess. She inherits 
the characteristics of the ancient cosmic god of the center and also adopts 
t e (lit. "Primal Lord" ) .  This title was a common appellation 
for female deities by the late middle ages, but in earlier texts refers to a 
male instructor. classic passage occurs Ge Hong's 
(Inner Chapters of the Master Who Embraces Simplicity, DZ 1 1 85) .  Here 

the title of Laozi's teacher. The text says: 

(4.7b; 7 ) 

description adds yet another dimension to the Great One - the role 
of teacher and divine ad nistrator, echoing the central image of the 

oddess H g es Clarity. It lays the foundation for Du Guangting s 
vision of oddess of the Great One as Lord Lao's teacher, and is 

reminiscent of ad m n stra t v powers and res onsibiliti s 

Mother of 

goddess eac g the divine child the cosn1 c 

of u an body, it  in terms of the 

five phases o her that " the 

make up um b ; b cau e of d o  people have five 

organs, six e chatnbers, four lin1bs, five sec

t o s 1 80 joints, and 360 bones their body" 
(Yot�gcltellg jixitm /1 1 1 . 2b-3a) .  The and of birth, moreover, 

l ife which can be im-



proved by purifi atio and medita tion, modl'ration 

from sensory exposure E len1e t ry ct e to a 
that "begins per o l o to vi l 
lage, and a o perfect fi l ia l  
piety, as a vassal with perfect loyalty .  a o n e  
love; as an inferior, al l  obedience" ( 1 .3b ) . in accordance i
proper virtue, will ri great ar s p rson l health, fam

i ly success, and sp ritual ll to  sickness, d is
asters, and the underworld pr so s ( 1 . ab) . 

Next, the goddess explains the psychological makeup of people, i d n

them into types ccor in to the five phases: wood people are 

and impulsive; earth types, benevolent and harmonious; water charac

ters, modest and cautious; fire ones, fierce and violent; metal pe pl

tend towards severity and abruptness ( l .Sb) .  Each type has to modify his 

or her behavior properly to attain the steadiness and calmness 

for the attainment of the higher stages during which adepts revert their 

qi and concoct an elixir of immortality ( 1 .6b-7a) .  

and nu i
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Great Origin . How could I disgrace myself by revealing 
them?" ( l .Sb) 

will 

The successfu l seeker of the Dao, a n1en1b of the he ve y 

com uni t , returns abode 
though undertaking less strenuous efforts the process. 

the Dao, her earthly mission accomplished, returns to 
Cuangting describes the scene:  

After the Holy Motht.•r  Goddt•ss had fin isht.•d speaking, immor
t.l l  offi(ia ls  and spi r i t  attendants arrivt.'d w i th cloudy (hariots 



hery canopies.  Forest-l ike they assemblt'd a round her.  

She climbed into the chariot of the eight luminants and as
cended to heavt'n i n  broad dayl ight .  ( Yo,sclrc"s jiximr / 1 1  l .Rb) 

This is the highest forn1 of ascension known in a 
summons to office among the ureaucr ts, the imtnorta l 

ies himself or herself  and, on the day appointed, fo a 

planet- or dragon-drawn cloudy chariot and escorted to heaven a 
large entourage of celestial guards, supernatural horsemen, and divine 

attendants. The most famous ascension of this kind is that of the Yellow 

Emperor who mounted a celestial dragon together with seventy of his 

followers, some of whom tried to cling to the dragon's beard and claws 

in a desperate effort at eternal life 28; see Yi.i 1964) .  Lord Lao, too, 

ascended similarly . 

lu  

By doing so, according to Du Guangting, Lord Lao "demonstrated the 

fact that everyone who practices the wondrous Dao will ascend to 

heaven" 2 . 13b) . either case, the ascension via a 

celestial chariot and is connected to a tree - in Lord Lao's case the cy

press which, according to local legend, still remained in Bozhou during 
the Tang dynasty, showing strange patterns in its top . well-known 

occasion of the same dynasty is the transformation of Qu Boting, com
monly called Lad Qu, who ascended to heaven in a public occurrence in 
the fifth month of the year 773. He was at that time apprenticed to the 
fifteenth patriarch of Highest Clarity, Huang Dongyuan. The event took 
place in the courtyard of Taohua guan (Peach Blossom Monastery) in full 

view of monastic and lay onlookers. While holding on to of a 
chestnut Qu' s physical form dissolved and he vanished into 
(see Sunayama 1987) . 

In all these ascensions, motif of the tree is of 
o d the deer on its top s

chestn t branch just as the goddess s e branch of 
her child . the scene su ges s a new 
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birth is taking place . While the birth of a god in human form is a trans
formation of the divine from the heavenly into the mundane, the ascent 
of the successful practitioner is his translation into a celestial being.  The 
ultimate break with the world of humanity, this ascent transcends all 
that is ordinary, common, and normal. 

Once established in a new identity, the ascended immortal is given a 
new title. As a resident and official in heaven, he or she assumes a new 
role as the guide and protector of living beings - not unlike the ancestor 
who takes up residence above the clouds and continues, with a posthu
mous title and from an otherworldly perspective, to help descendants for 
generations. When the Mother of the Dao is promoted to this level, she is 
accordingly renamed Great Queen of Former Heaven. 

Just as some form of worship is organized around the grave and the an

cestral tablet of any deceased householder, so the ascent of Laozi and the 

goddess give rise cultic veneration the area. 

Lao:i 

ming by the 
Xue Sui .  (Guangslleng yi 2 . 14b; 

off cial activities, various miracles began to happen, 

showing nature of the location and serving to commemorate 

the of d vin t es . For 

in the old v l age of Bozhou, evera old and 

were suddenly fu l l  of sweet dew . ook ng up one see a 

cloud hovering over them for some t i me a perfected 
peared and put an end to al l  w i tchery the a rea . 

Also, douds and m ist coagu l a ted i n  the a i r  nd engulfed pal
J ces Jnd houst:�s .  Another t ime, d i v i ne i rds appeared ca ry g 

J rrows in tht• i r  bt•a ks, magic snow w h i rled abou t. 

ons danced i n  tht• m i d d le of  the a t

were v is ible on tht• top the cyprt•-;s.  (:2. 1 -tb; see 1 99:2) 



The presence of Lord Lao and his mother transformed thl' location into a 

sacred space which is blessed and protected by the goddess her role as  
Great Queen of Former Heaven. Having returned to her origins by as
suming a high position in heaven, she reaches a new rank a new di
mension of divinity. In this position, her activity consists of protecting 

the locations of her earthly involvement, encouraging Daoists and pro
spective immortals to persist in their auspicious undertaking, and sup

porting all efforts toward goodness in the world . No longer a Jade 

Maiden preparing for the role of motherhood, no longer a Mother God

dess who gives birth to the deity, no longer even the Great One, ruler of 

the universe and teacher of secrets, she has progressed far and gone to 

her ultimate destination. 

In contrast to the Queen Mother of the West, the Mother of the Dao is 

more a mother who realizes herself through giving birth, educating, and 

launching her child. Where the Queen Mother engages in intercourse for 

her own cultivation but never gets pregnant, the Mother of the Dao gets 

pregnant without intercourse and gives birth in a supernatural way de

scribed in nonsexual terms. Where the Queen Mother administers the 

universe, holds sway over the immortals, commands numerous atten

dants, and supervises the accuracy of the sacred scriptures, the Mother of 

the Dao has little power in herself but vests her might in her divine son, 

limiting her activities to his birth, raising, and career preparation. 

The Mother of the Dao is the goddess as cultural power, tamed and mel
lowed in comparison to the cosmic creatrix at the center. She is wor
shiped in side temples of sanctuaries to Lord Lao and does not appear in 
ordinary women's lives or serve as the focus of ecstatic cults . She is the 
ideal female as envisioned in Confucian society, model and support for 
women in society, whom she empowers in a specialized and culturally 
acceptable way - denying sexuality and ecstasy and independent power, 
yet making an unmistakable contribution to 
and culture. By representing 
serves as model to Chinese women in 
and a 

socially es ible member of 



Chapter Three  

The Dipper  Mother  

Both the Queen Mother and the Mother of the Dao were dominant in the 
middle ages and especially in the Tang dynasty. Following the end of 

era, in the so-called Tang-Song transition of the tenth century, a 

number of important changes occurred, both in Chinese society and Dao
ism (see Ebrey and Gregory 1993) .  Social change was mainly due to eco

nomic developments, notably the building of better roads and new ca

nals. These increased commerce and opened up the southern part of the 

country, allowing increased integration with the north.  The merchant 

class prospered and replaced the Tang aristocracy as the dominant force 

n economic field, just as a new, scholarly trained and officially exam
ined group of bureaucrats took over the imperial administration. 

The growth of commerce and the merchant class had three major effects 

on religious scene. First, there was a great increase in lay organiza

tions and lay-sponsored temples and practices - ordinary people 

oge r worship, rites, and cultivation practices, someti 1nes pri

vate homes, sometimes in special community halls. Second, there 

a larger market practical religious aids to daily life, 

b il ing spells for granting a safe passage 

ex r is s healing, funeral ri tes, and salvific services for the dead . 

popu lar  eq red n1ore contact with gods, 

spi ri ts, and ancestors.  As a esu l t  t rance techniques increased, either 
th o gh spirit  mt.•diums automatic writing with the help of the 

planclwtte ( Kohn 200l a, 136) .  in this clin1ate became a 
s pr t cti ,1nd cornrntmal benefits, revealing 

(• +  



the concrete practices and specific opes 
ties. 

Won1en in the Song and later dynasties were ac ve movers all these 
religious activities, making up a large s gment of various popular cults .  
Although more disenfranchised than under the Tang, bound by tighter 
moral codes, and hampered by the newly developing custom of foot
binding (see Levy 1966; De Pee 1999; Ko 2001 ), they created a forum for 

female forms of worship that involved concrete interactions with the di

vine and expressed concerns for the practical wellbeing of the people. As 

a result, numerous new religious movements, whether popular, Bud

dhist, or Daoist, emphasized the potency of female leaders and god

desses, and a number of powerful new goddesses appeared . 

The Celestial Consort (Tianfei or Mazu), a fisherman's daughter from 

coastal Fujian, is most prominent among the emerging new goddesses. 

Refusing to marry, she cultivated her spirit until she was able to project 

herself and command nature around her, then used her powers to rescue 

her father and brothers when they were in danger of drowning. After an 

early death, her spirit powers increased and she became highly effica

cious in the safeguarding of fishermen and traveling merchants. Still one 

of the most popular deities in south China and Taiwan today (Paper 

1997, 81 -83), she was integrated into the Daoist pantheon in the fifteenth 

century - receiving a Daoist title and official mission from Lord Lao that 

empowered her formally to slay demons, dispel disasters, and rescue 

humans from all kinds of difficulty (see Boltz 1986; Wadow 1992) . In 
many characteristics she resembles Guanyin, the bodhisattva of compas
sion. Like Amihibha, buddha of the Pure Land and savior of true believ
ers, she makes a solemn vow to rescue all and responds to the devout 
chanting of her name. 1 According to the (Scrip
ture on the Numinous Efficacy of the Celestial Concert in Dis
tress, DZ 649, dat. 1409), she pledges herself to the service of humankind.  

1 For stu d ies of Guanyin a n d  her role in Chinese cu l ture 

for women, see 

Yu see 
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day forward, whether a traveling merchant or resi
shopk p r seeking assets in doing business, whether 

in their sowing or artisans in their professions, 
whether troops in transit engaged in battle arrays, whether 

there be difficulty in childbirth that is not resolved, whether 
be disturbances from public wrongs, whether there be 

any abusive language that  results in grief and injury, or 

whether there be any malady or affl iction to which one is inex

tricably bound and from which there is no respite -

[so mentioned] but reveal reverence and re

spect his or her heart and call my name, then I will offer 

immediate and trustworthy response and cause them to a ttain 

whatever it is they wish and to achieve whatever pursuits they 

have in mind . In my travels throughout the celestial realm, 

will always keep watch over humankind, to the extent that 

whatever is sought on land, in waters, rivers, or at sea - in 

every location - all shall be granted as wished . (Boltz 1986 224) 

who to in 

u , 

sh p with found 

� This part of the cha pter is .1n abbreviated version of Kohn 200lb .  The arti
cle contains a more dt:.>tailed •ma lysis and i.l lso a fu l l  trans la t ion of tht:.> Dou m u  iin �. 

·1 Yet anotht:.>r Daoist goddess well known for helping women in their plight 
is the Goddess of the Moming Clouds (Bi xia yuanjun), the daughter of the Lord 
of Mount Tai (Taishan fujun), one of the ancient gods of the dead . She rose to 
prominence in the Song dynasty and has espt•cial ly a local fol low ing today (see 



many major D st gong 
Temple) in Cht. gd hrou h (Lookout Towt.•r) nt•ar 

Tai in Sh n ong She 
one of tht' 1ost Dip

per (Beido ), ruler of of 
said to consist calll'd or N ine 
Perfe ed (Schafer 1 977b, 233) .  She also of the In
dian god ess odhi tv Marlci, offspring of and 
personification f l gh , who serves as th ntler of la s 
in various dhiim1 1 i  (sacred spells) sutras in the uddhist canon (T. 1 254-

59, 21 .255-86; Franke 1 972, 63) .  Depicted with nine arms and possess ng 

various weapons and charms (see Little and Eichman 2000, 282-83}, 

is the central subject of several rituals, both personal and communal, de

signed to enhance her efficacious support of the world . 

The Mother of the Dipper appears in Daoist literature from Yuan times 

onward . Her major scripture, the jing, survives in both the Daoist 

canon of 1445 (DZ 621 ) and in a Ming-dynasty manuscript dated to 1439 

(see Franke 1 972) .  An invocation-based text t at gran protection and 

support to the faithful, it begins with a detailed illustration of the key 

figures in the text (see Fig. 3) .  

Shown here, from right to left, is  the Dipper Mother, her head sur

rormded by a glowing halo, seated on the jeweled throne and attended 
by three ladies-in-waiting, two at her back, one closer to her side. She 

faces the nine stars of the Dipper, beginning with the two senior stars, 
clearly marked with name plates as the Highest Emperor Celestial Sov

ereign (Tianhuang shangdi) and the Great Emperor of Purple Tenuity 
(Ziwei dadi) . 

They wear formal, embroidered court robes and elaborate headdresses 
and hold audience scepters in their hands. Behind them follow the seven 
lords of the Dipper, so marked in a small name plate at the top of the 

page . They, too, are dressed in formal garb and hold 
but their headdresses are merely small crowns. Slightly n

1992; 1997, 75-76) . 

1978; Yii 2001b.  
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Fig. 3: Dipper Doumu jing manu
script 
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above in the picture, are the two Fu 

en1anations of the two great emperors . only their upper 

bodies and wear helnu�t-like h ea r u above the 

three of tht" sevt"n lords, is dressed in n1art ial  a b 

rous and violent expression. Not a n1 tc plate, he be a 
guardian figure in the serv c the D r 

The manuscript then presents the text of the Doumu jing. by 

Lord Lao, it contains the en1powern1ent of the goddess as an executive of 

the Dao. After a set of technical instructions on how to recite the scrip

ture and venerate the goddess, it begins by describing her actions in the 

world, listing the numerous emergencies and problems that she will al

leviate and naming her the physician of the universe . It shows her role 

among the stars, characterizing her as being the essence of water and 

having the Dipper for her po or material soul .4 She has various different 

titles, each indicating a different function and power. 

The text then focuses on the hagiography of the goddess. Doumu first 

became the mother of the Dipper when she bathed in the Flowery Pond 

(Huachl) of heaven. There she was impregnated by nine lotus flowers 

and gave birth to nine sons. After seven days and nights on earth, she 

took them up to heaven, where she created divine residences for them 
and empowered them with mantras and to become rulers of the 

universe. 5  Worshiping both the Dipper gods and their mother is highly 
efficacious in many situations and aids the attainment of celestial immor
tality. The text concludes with a formal prayer, encomium, and dhiirani to 

the Dipper Mother, culminating in her holy mantra - Om, Mar'ici swiiha. 

5 t an a r v A version 
S r tu

supernatural  

birth in Kal tenmark 
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The Dipper 

fera major 

in 

Sh iji 

of 

e es i
of the 

l called the Hi o at 1 965, 38; Yanagizawa 1967) . 

human beings, this a l e in (Baopu:i 1 1eipia 11 1 8; 
302) .  The purple h

the c o of he centf•r. 
power, totality,  and is 
highly sacred, and ly high aristocrats (Porkert 1 961 ,  439-

40) . A of black grea y in) and in the 



palace of the center (yellow), it is and 
color that represents the ng aspect of he center, 
low is its passive, yin dimension (Porkert 1 961 ,  44 1 .0  

The of this mythology the center, 

the practices of Highest Clarity D sm i t  the agency 

that eradicated an name from registers de t and entered 

it into the ledgers of life (Robinet 1993, 

protection, visualized to descend into the adept's body for inner 

nation, and used as a celestial set of stepping stones in exc r

sions. Connection to the Dipper was established through chanting the 

names of its stars and by visualizing these stars as they descend 

range themselves around the adept - all accompanied by the burning of 

incense, incantation of scriptures, and application of talismans (Robinet 

1989a, 175; 1993, 205) .  

There are basically seven stars in the Dipper, known in China as the 

Seven Primes (qiyuan) :  four form its basic bowl or carriage, and three 

form its axle (see Fig. 4) . 

6 5 4 1 

/ 
d 
7 3 2 

1 .  

2. 6. 

7. 

F 4: . 

6 
fiuzhen sheng:wan shangji 
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Daoists in  addition recognize two 

non-immortal eye, thereby (ji
uzhcn ) .  The two stars are known 

can po ibly be 

neighborhood of th

constellation. In 

or 

i

1 
v

5 A v
6 

A lc

8 

o

7 Arab sta r naml'S art' expla ined in  e e 
naml'S, both astronomil::.1 l and ao is , see Schafer 

nanws Jlso appear in Qing-dyn,1sty materia ls  on 

See Field 1999, On the rol and i mportance of B i, 

1 9H9b, 1 72; 1 993, 202; Y u sa 1983, 



c dcvl'lop s inceri ty 
you r P"Y 

eyes 
i f  phys ica l ly  

forces, 

(Dongdou l1 1 tm i1 1S ji 11 s, Kohn 

Dipper texts also provide talismans to summon the constellation's gods 
to protect life and help in difficulties, assuring the faithful that the per

fected will respond immediately and grant a life as long as the Dao itself 

(Kohn The talismans are used in the presentation of petitions 

to the Dipper and contain the power to make its lords respond. the 

present day, talismans and scriptures of the Dipper are activated during 

Dipper festivals in Taiwan. They last three to five days and serve to en

sure good fortune (Matsumoto 

Together with the Dipper, its mother Doumu is highly venerated. The 

goddess goes back to the Tibetan deity Marie!, the goddess of dawn and 

light. A later version of the goddess Usha of the Aryans in ancient India, 

she also appears among the Greeks a Aurora, d wn 
(Getty Waddell Although of Indian origin, she 

plays only a minor role in Hinduism, in Buddhism 

as an acolyte of the Green Tara, the female or shakti f 

the Buddha, and most popularly of the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. 
Maric1 is to his right and 1 , 
142; Getty She is depicted sitting 
third eye, three heads, and eight arms. is 

which means resplendent" refers 
145; 

Noguchi 1994, 471 ) .  

8 
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Beyond her association with light and radiance, Marici is  also linked 

with seven animals that draw her chariot and are most commonly identi

fied as pigs. Both characteristics carry over into the image of Doumu 

who also serves as the savior and healer of the world . This characteriza

tion is emphasized in the beginning of the Doumu which notes that 

the Highest Celestial Mother of Mystery Prime, the great sage Mar'ici, is 

an Indian goddess who serves as the teacher of dharma kings, controls 

the light and order of the world, and has an army of celestial generals at 

her disposal whom she dispatches to bring help and relief to people. 

Ritua l  Activation 

The Dipper and its mother are invoked in a formally ritualized setting, 

either as part of personal cultivation or in the form of communal rites. In 

both forms, Daoist women participated actively, worshiping the goddess 

and dedicating themselves to her. Personal cultivation of the Dipper be

gins by focusing on the nine yin or female powers, potent partners of the 

nine lords of the Dipper. These goddesses and their accompanying ritual 

practice are described in the (Scripture of the 

Nine Yin [Powers] of the Nine Perfected Imperial Lords [of the Dipper]), 

a medieval text extant only in a Song-dynasty citation.9 

According to this, adepts who wish to attain higher powers of immor

tals, such as invisibility, multilocation, free travel through the cosmos, 

and control over spirits and demons, must cul tivate the inner, female 

forces of the Dipper. The text lists them one by one, giving their location, 

rank, name, appellation, and the garb they typically wear. For example: 

dwr 

of yi" is  

Yrmji qiqimr (DZ 1 032, ch. 

d iscussion, a lso 1977, 



Transformation. She wears a cape of  green brocade ovl'r an 

embroidered feathery, tlying ski rt  0f flowery pattern, and has 

her top knot in the design "whir lw ind clouds . " ( YI I Hi i  qiqia 1 1  

31 . 1 0b, ll b) 

Each of the nine goddesses has a either of lady, consort, or 

daughter. They have different powers to convey and wear forn1al garb of 

a different color, while sporting the same hair style of "whirlwind 

clouds." Visualizing them forn1s an essential part of the personal ritual, 

which begins after proper purification with entering a quiet chamber, 

burning incense, lying down on one' s back, and closing one's eyes. Ad

epts first see the nine lords of the Dipper in the Purple Chamber of the 

Great Ultimate (Taiji), located both in the stars and in the center of the 

head . They envision the Great One and five attendant gods (representing 

the five phases) in the six spheres surrounding the Great Ultimate . After 

placing the stars of the Dipper in the heart for proper illumination, they 

focus on the nine goddesses appearing in the Hall of Light (nzhzgtang), 
head cavity about one inch inside the forehead from the point between 

the eyebrows. 

One by one, beginning with the goddesses and moving on to the Great 

One, the deities are taken from their various locations and moved up 

into the Purple Chamber, where they stand at attention before the nine 

lords. Then the entire assembly is transformed into one single figure, 

which in tum changes into the shape of a newly born infant called the 
Lad of Impermanence (Wuchang tongzi) .  In his hand, he grasps the nine 
stars of the Dipper, on his head he wears the sun, in his mouth he holds 

the moon. Using the combined radiance of these celestial bodies, the Lad 
irradiates the adept's entire body. Feeling that everything around 
them becomes bright red and submerged in fire, adepts no longer have 
any awareness of where their body begins and ends or what and who 
they are . This is the state when they attain complete w th the 
lords and goddesses of the universe . The stay this r 
longed period, then emerge to clap the teeth times, 
the al v nine times, and 

The ritual of activating the is 

taken both by 
of yt of the 
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an 

an 

Xian tian doumu zougao xuanke 
DZ 

In troit, 

e or ( l Next, u the A n llo rmccmen t, 

pr e formal 
h extensive entourage, including nun1erous heavenly 

sag s as d agons p oen xe , to 
p tlw tua . Incense and a talisman are urne

are he l 1 1vocatitm ra s 

and calls t e stars of the Dippt•r accept the and 
part in ri te. Sevt•ral a lismans 

The fourth step tht.> ritual  is the Ligh ting t�l the Lamps 
both on the altar in of 



gods' descent into the sacred away 
ness and misfortune, bring t e e ro
evil spirits, and give peace to l l t lan1ps 

of the celebrants are il luminated . is n1ade, en is burned, 

the priest bows repeatedly Fifth, Memorial is 
Dipper Mother, addressed with nun1erous e a or e ( n udi g her 

Indian name Marici), in \Vhich she is a se co t ol ling the Seven 

Prin1es, governing thunder lightning, radiating a than 

sun and the moon, asked to descend to the altar to liberate 
from sickness and afflictions, dissolve evil and bad fortune, and br g 

happiness throughout. A cloud-script talisman of purple radiance is 

burned to establish communication with her, the entire congregation 

chants an invocation in her honor, then the priest in silent communion 

visualizes her descent (9a-l l a) .  This descent is fully activated in the sixth 

section of the ritual sequence during when the priest chants a se

ries of holy dltiirani, moving to the left and right and raising alternate 

hands ( l l a-12a) .  

The seventh part is the central focus of the ritual, the to the god

dess, now present in the holy community. She is praised extensively and 

the story of her life is told. She is then asked to eradicate all the cele

brants' sins, take their names from the registers of death and transfer 

them into the ledgers of life, rectify yin and yang, steady the cosmic or
der, and generally give health, longevity, prosperity, and happiness to 

all. At regular intervals during the recitation of the petition, flower petals 
are scattered and the priest bows to the goddess (12a-16b ). The ritual 

concludes with the priest engaging an ecstatic heavenly journey to the 
Dipper and issuing a formal Mandate, a celestial order which activates a 
messenger who delivers the petition to its proper place he celestial 
realm. It is thereby fully legalized and carries the weight of divine 
power. A five-colored talisman is offered for protection, and the go
dess, the seven stars, and the assembled celestial entourage are sent back 
to their heavenly homes. Universal order is in renewed harmony, 
good fortune has been attained (17a-18b) .  

In both forms of rituals involving of the Dipp r, the goal 
the attainment of harmony, in th central 
powers of the Dipper lords are focused the 
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and activated ug
visualization and 

i d tin
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b in and 

i

i

emanate 

in 

in 
in

In i

un se, c mb n in her figure rt

ity and u e

h the h is nonsexual x a in 

ment of the She is different from e ie in 
she repre nts the po material soul of the i there y also 

ing the instinctual, anin1al ist ic nature Doing so, 

Dipper Mother stands the totali ty of human l encouraging in

clusion integration of em o ion and instincts, the active acknowl

edgment of thl' darkt•r aspects of  rea l i ty, within and 
This totali ty, moreover, is ,Ktivatt'd in ritual, both individual 

munal, and described in detai l  in t•x tant literature, is  also 

informative rega rding ri tes associated with other and 
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Chapter fou r  

Ancient Immorta ls 

In 

of perfection, which 

These a women 

Han (206 B .C .E . -220 C. E . )  and 

}in (265-420) a Daoism 

d therefore they had no forum or social 

context.  yet, sacred hierarchy or monastic in 
which th could become priests or nuns. As a result, these e rly woman 

immortals are y their magical achievements and efforts 

at culti vation . They are described records that deal largely with men 

but often also note the superior powers of women. Female practitioners, 

l ike thei r male counterparts, emerge as active representatives of the early 

idea]  of i m m orta l i ty .  
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sheng shu), 

1953, 9; 

elhardt 

qi 1998, 20-21 ) .  

1953, 10) .  

attain xt
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uk wa 1981 ) .  

or then1 

un a wo g of the Dao a phe

nomena and age t . However, immortals do not use the mag
t ey on a and no the bent.�fi t  he comn1unity 

t is point they f om tht.� .fimssh i  magical practi

tiont.•rs who use s im a h.--chniques bu t employ them gainfully and 

1 976; D osk n 1 983) .  wh e 

st.'f\'t.' as tt•adwrs are never linl

i xt.• rolt.•s .  Tht.•y be share their secrets 

but \:Kt on O\Vn h .•rn1s . 

Immortals  hunw in he heavt.'ns . Accepting 
as ,1 s ng lt. flow , takt.• ne tht.• se u y and n1ake 

best a l l  ht.•y nwt•t , t.''\hibi t ing a happy way of 



Dao, n'a l ized 
e l y 

They e yet 
way . 

and fu y 
e

Zhumrg:i, 6; 1 968, 78-79) .  

They 

In 

in in 

in 

if 

1 993, the 

m r he t to flour

tt o t n th are the visible m ni

p e of self-divinization, which arose inde

p n to o -cu a nor he an 

e i r rather as a response to the cultural envi

ronment of development, the vision Chinese 

immortals i la to the t li the soul in ancient Greece 
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Bremmer In both cases, the idea of  the gods as  otherworldly and 
identical with the dead was replaced programs of self-divinization in 
this life, first within a monistic, energy-centered cosmos, later in more 
dualistic terms, to allow the complete transcendence of bodily existence 
and freedom from all earthly connection. Ritual practices of old were 
accordingly transformed and adapted to suit the new vision, permitting 
the integration of self-divinization into the ritual system (see Puett 2002) . 

Not many sources remain that describe immortals and their practices. 
The first appear in the Han dynasty, written by aristocrats and court 
writers - such as Sima Qian's and the Li x n zhuan ( Immortals' Bi

ographies, DZ attributed to Liu Xiang (77-6 B.C.E . ) .  Additional in

formation on immortals is found in later dynastic histories (see Ngo 

DeWoskin hagiographies, such as Ge Hong's 

and technical manuals, e.g. , his n n . As most classical his

tories and mainstream biographical collections, anecdotes these texts 

tend to focus on male protagonists, and only about ten percent mention 

or describe women. 1 Still, even in these meager sources, certain patterns 

emerge: classical forms of women's bodily transformation, their magical 

powers, and their interaction with family and society. 

The characteristic of immortals is the transformation that happens 

and to body of the practitioner. Refining their inner qi to higher levels 

of immortals become etheric beings, feathery, sometimes hairy, 

no to eat or drink and completely invulnerable to heat and 

co fi re and can appear and vanish in an in

and young, fresh, and radiant. 

1 A select ion of i m morta l wonwn ' s  biographies was a lso pub l ished in a 

separate col lection known as X imm ii :l1 1 1mr (B iographies of Immorta l Women) .  
The text su rv i ves in ci t .1 tions, notably i n  the ten th cen ry encycloped ia Taiping 
suangji and summarizes e.ul il•r  SlHl fce s .  Simi lar recounts appear in Du Guang
t ing' s Ymrgdrmg jixia1 1  lu ,  jua1 1  b (8a- 1 9b) and jumr 4 as wel l as in the 
Yuan-d ynasty col lection Tot�gjitm lwuj i  (:?. . l l a- Db, 4 .b,1- l 5a, 
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The main techniques leading to this wondrous state involve the refine
ment of qi, which is taken into the body as breath, food, and sexual en
ergy. Immortals practice control in these areas. First, they harness the 
breath through methods of "expelling the old and inhaling the new" 

( tugu An early example of this path is Zhu Yi, also known as 
Woman of Great Yang (Taiyang nii) . Practicing controlled breathing, she 
reached high longevity, and even at the age of 280 still looked as if she 

was only seventeen. She had a complexion like peach blossoms, a mouth 

of cinnabar redness, vibrant and smooth skin, glossy black hair and eye
brows. Working together with an advanced master, she completed the 

elixir of immortality and ascended to heaven with him 
Campany 2002, 357) . Another lady immortal who gained longevity 

through breath control was Lu Quan, the Woman of Great Yin (Taiyin 

nii) .  Learning from the Master of Great Yang, she inhaled cosmic in the 

form of liquid light and attained a body that radiated with the glory of 

the five phases. Eventually she ascended to heaven 

Campany 2002, 324-25) .  

Similarly successful yet involuntarily forced into the practice of breath 

control was the daughter of Zhang Guangding. When she was four years 

old, a major disaster struck her home town and her parents had to 
don her in an old tomb. Three years later the family returned to collect 

her bones for proper burial. But they were for a surprise . 

On 

On 

i n �  sa m e  th ing (Baopu:i 
neipian 3; W a re 1 966, 57;  1 987, 1 74)  

Tht! crt!atu rl' tu rn ed ou t to be a l a rge tortoi se, an a n i m a l  kn o n for i ts 
exct!ption a l  longl' v i ty .  By i m i t a ti n g  i ts b rea thi ng and swa l lowing tech
niques, tht.> l i t t le gi rl su rvi ved -- i n  a m a n nt• r a l so fo l lowt d by m a n y  i m 
morta ls .  
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intake i s  another maj r way 

Sometimes this just means the 

case the Maiden the 

s e ted 

wondrous 

u a a

e e

e

zhuan 

In 

An 

in 

by 

l

t r a 

qm.•stioned her . . .  

Calcu l<� t ions showed tha t th is woman, having concu

bint' of  Pr inn' Y ing of was more than t w o  un red 

old . Wht•n sht• was brought back to cou rt a i , 

odor nauseated her for St'\' t'ral  day s, bu t then she got used to 

tht•m . Aftt•r  abou t tw�l yt•ars tl f this d iet ,  her lost i ts 

and she tu nwd old <�nd d il'd . 1 1 ; 1 966, 

1 94 ;  Ret•d 1 987, 1 74 ;  St't' Fig .  5)  



Anc ien t  1 . mmort;l l s  / ' 8 ... ., 

Sou rc<v L .  . ... . wxtan qua11zh t t a l l . 
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in 

A q i  
In 

ff re

gu
substance through the o y In 

zh uan 1 .3b; 

spouses, however, co
h e D o d g

efforts, s : e e earlier, 1 o
his e , 

and vigorous (2.9ab; Ka te a k 1953, 1 65-66) . 
Among omen practi tioners, t Licxian emp z
tht' winesl'ller j i :  

Sht.• once mt•t  a n  i m morta l wh\l her to 
dr ink w i ne •md a bt.lok on scro l l s  of s i lk  a s  a [ in 

cash J .  t.'xarnined the bot.)k, which pre-



sented techniques for 

intercourse. 

Ji copied the then had 
built where she invited 

cious wine and spend her the tech
niques in the book. this  
her facial complexion once as w e

was twenty . 

Several years later the immortal returned . Laughing, he told Ji ,  

"Appropriating the Dao wi thout a teacher 

wings but not flying !"  She proceeded to abandon her home 

follow the immortal .  No one knows where they went. 

(2 . 14a; Kal tenmark 1 953, 1 81 -82) 

Yongcheng lu 

mmor ls gained m gic l 
zh uan records three incidents inv lv ng uisi
n women. One concerns the imperial consort Gouyi 

furen, a lady of rather mysterious background . 
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When she was young she loved clar i ty and tranquil ity.  She lay 

down i l l  for six years, and her right hand curled into a fi st. She 

drank and a te l i tt le. Men who were skilled at observing [the 

patterns of] qi announced the appearance of a noble person' s 

energy in the northeast. After a search they found her and 

brought her to the palace. She was majestic in appearance. 

(2.2a; Kaltenmark 1953, 1 39; also Slliji 49) .  

Liexian zhuan 

r

a 

1953, 

65-69) . 

c l Lie:rian zhuan 

5/zcnxian zhuan 

i

them i g t
gev ty while yet m in a i g 

in magical ab i tie . 

The Lady Mystery was to enter not 

get wet. Evt•n in  tht' severest cold of  walk 

over frozen r ivt..,rs wearing only a single garment. Al l  the t ime 



her expression would not change, and her remain 

comfortably warm for a succession of days.  

She could also move government offices, tempks, ci ties, and 
lodges. They would appear in other places qui tl' wi thou t mov

ing from their original locat ion . Whatever she poi ted at  

would vanish into thin air .  Doors, caskets 

that were securely locked needed only a short flexing her 

finger to break wide open . Mountains tumbled, trees fel l  at the 

pointing of  her finger. Another short gesture would resurrect 

them to their former state . . . .  

The Lady of Great Mystery could travel ten thousand miles, 

yet at the same time continue to stay nearby. She could trans

form small things to be suddenly big, and big things to be 

smal l .  She could spit fire so big it would rise up wildly into 

heaven, and yet in one breath she could extinguish it again. 

She was also able to sit in the middle of a blazing fire, while 

her clothes would never be touched by the flames. She could 

change her appearance at will : one moment she was an old 

man, then again a small child .  She could also conjure up a cart 

and horse to ride in, if she did not want to walk. . . .  Eventually 

she ascended to heaven broad daylight. (Kohn 

Giintsch 

an 

and 
shrink, 

by th of her fin-

2 Shenxian z/man of 

of Niixia11 :lwnn in Taipi11g guangji 

59 .363 . ( am a 20002, 
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ger, the extension of  her L ke 
nipulate objects and people o 
ment of their qi, she was able to exert 
environment, being in 

resentative of women's 

Another 

female immortal of e

edly born under Emperor o 57-75 C.E. ), 

immo a

journ p a of n ai 
"see the Eastern Sea tum 
Her main le en f

ng the company of 

of cer of 

h . 
o h r phy o no of 

bestowed upon transcendent 

mortal fo e A a 

par
of the The 

sands of ol ier n yt a

the far-off journey a 

bag, a 

his arrival Wang a 

jo ned them as a youthful beauty ( ee 

Magu il ppeared to  be  handsome woman of  eighteen or nine

teen; her hair was done u p, and several  loose strands hung 

down to her waist .  Her gown had a pattern of colors, but i t  

w a s  not woven; i t  shimmered , dazzl ing the eyes, and w a s  in

describable - i t  was not of this world . (Campany 

' The biography w as origina l l y  part of  Wang Fangping' s, only later 

formed a sep.uatt' tale .  For translations and d iscussions, see Gi.intsch 1 988, 

10; Despeu x 1 990, 6 1 -oJ; Bumbacher C,1 m pany 259-64. 



6 :  The Hemp L a d y  in  i mmortal splendor with her d ivine deer.  

Sou rce: Liexia 11 quan:/1 1 1an . 
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After to the (xing
dlU), s pe tur

pire the heavens, 

"The servings re 

limit" 

magical feats, 

pearl u p t 

Cai g

g

designed s

diseases (C

m e 

w

dd

sword, 

nic 

i
r wn d

i w
as we d g and c db r . Demons 

d 
shamanic and interactive nature of ag
cen ered in the regions and J iangsu, where d an 

active un t a t  least the thirteenth C('ntury (To1 1gjian lwuji 

1 D ishevl'lt.•d h a i r  w .1s a majll r  l'ha racter ist ic  of dl'tnons and balefu l  spirits, 
wl'l l  as of mani.ll'S and m.1d pet1plt.• in this  w orld (see Ogata 1 99�) . This sym

bol ism, as well  a �  the .Kcom pany ing con t ro l  over human h a i r, is  ,, common 
tht.•me va rious cu lturt.'s H i l tt•bei tel  and M i l lt•r  1 99R) . 



1 990, fi rst in the Tang dynasty, when 

Mount Magu in Wu prefectu re 

the e was noted by the local pre f t 
he qi g (709-786) in 768. He recorded 

Wu:hou Nn11 cltc1 lg xin 11 Mngu slum xia 1 1 fm1  ji ( Record 

o Mount in N ancheng Di trict 
the Yn1 1  Lug(mg wc1 1ji 

I t  recounts the 

S/u·11xinn zlwnn 

Yongcheng jixian lu 

Nanyuc zongslreng ji 
606), 

Wuling jing 

s 
(589-61 8}, 

666, 

1992, 

219) .  71 3-755) 

r ) 
e

nn 1 987, 1 992, 
this 

r
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Xiw

Co l t

Uinnwu ji DZ 

Later linked w
m t t 

el

Successful i rnmortals - as n1uch other won1en - a 

vacuum. However accon1plished, 
influencing t e peoplt"' even around then1 .  More 

become and 
co n c ed to an1 i y o ty 



male 

or In cases, 

op le t n se es 

L icxia 11  :h rum 
realization .  o

Liexian zhuan 

r

(Liexian zhuan 

c female part

r n c d nc . 
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posthumous connection. 

and emerges to an 

who 

She hands him 

eventually 

Shenxian zhuan 
an

other. 

7, 

A 
phies, u

he abilities . For 

own a pr r 

mag a l conjures up a bolt fine si lk and 

him . When he c e
bunch of her s produces s lve
fu l for his wift.• 's  k ls however, Cht.•ng 
st.•crets, w ing to acq e power for i se f

seei s 

to flee fro relationship by shedding her 



r\nc. t c n t  l mmo rt a l�  / 1 0 1  

( 1988, Camp,1ny 

9) .  
san1e d ec

shengmu ) , 
Shcnxia1 1  zhuan . sci e a

many magical pea
a e

m l

v
Taiping huanyu 

ji 

2002, Tongjian /zouji 
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qi  

qi 

it 

in B .C .E .  S

ing un
y and i g (Tongjimz houji 85-86; 

t la te nineteenth example, one a 
noble a e e t to avoid a

She o many m a es, n

t to the Chinest..� naval fleet.  a l causes a 
and fragran , s o ng her powers of 
humanity ( DeGroot 1 9 1 0, 1 59-60; 

In thesl") cast..•s, irnn1ortals en1erge 

po en a and to a h are some

times into, o r  inde in, the c i by social 

jealousy and concen1s of i e la e 1 1 a s 

tioners of self-cu ltivation, thl'Y ac ly choose a e Dao 



:ll l l n J l  s ow 
powerful  and 

educators, d sors and 

(Ra a 1998, 4) .  

mod

qi -



Chapter five 

Med ieva l f\.enunc ia nts 

9th 

c. C. E . ), 

Han 

in 

and 

an 

in e e en and 
s c . 

ot 

Acc ding to the of tht• the 
centu ry C . E . ,  the immortality ec
chemical rt•cipe in a t rance obtain but costly 
ingredients. fai led and Sichuan. on tvtount 
ht:> a deep trance and, in 1 42, had a a 

I ..._1-t 
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(daomin )  (zhongmin) 

(Zhengyi mengwei) 

( tianshi) 

(Shenxian zhuan 4; 1948, 60-64; 1988, 136-42; 

2002, 349-54) .  

the 

mi 

run 
(guizu) .  

(nush i) 

1 term n ushi ry but 

ea r i e r . I t  is 5/zangqing /wangshu guodu yi (DZ 1294), Shen
zlwu zhibinx kouzhanx Through 

DZ 1 290), 34a ;  Denx:hen yinjue e Ascent to 

Perfect i on, DZ 42 1 ), 3 .�a . The l a tter po n ts ou t tha t when the form u las  of the Ce
lest i a l Maslt• r  Zha n g  Wei were t ra n sm i t ted to Wei HuJcun, Jdepts en tered the 

q u id cha m ber and i n formed the th ree masters :  th£• ce lesti a l  milstcr, tht• fe m a l e  
m aster, and the  person a l  mash · r .  The a u thor a d d s  thil t  th i s  was  prac t i ced .l b(.l 
before the Han,  tht· rn a i n  d i ffen· rH .l' bl· i ng  t h a t  l hl' fl' m a l t· m ,ls ll'r  d i d not h .wt• ttl 
be lhl· mash:r' s w i fl' . For mort· (.h•l cJ i b  on t lw t•a r l y  Ct• l ('s t i ,l l  M .-. s t e rs .1 nd t lw i r  

organ izat ion, st.• e  Lev y  1 4 '16; Sll' l fl l 4hl;  K l l'l ' ll\ • l l l  l 4lJH; l l t• ntl r i sd-. kl· 2000 . 
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In addition, each member, independent early 
underwent formal initiations 
a "register" (/u) spirit en r p te n 
an unmarried person and 
Overmyer 1 981
these initi tio

o m y o e ed non
in 

by bein married and 

the cosmic 

uted to h mo

ref i to the Huangslzu 
practices:2 

(Guang lrongming ji T. 

1 48) 

similar description cited in another p le i : 
As the four  e e nostri ls, two two 

four  hands are c asp d t ge r one to 

y in  and yang j in twen -fo accordance 

wi h the twenty-four erg ies of Through is prac
t ice one real izes the perfect formula in the cinnabar i ld

� The Hucmssh u i s  an ancient sexual  manu

Master Zhang Daoling, later rev ised .1nd expurged under Highest 

ism. The later version st i l l  exists as the of Per
fection Cavem, 1 343) and contains a description of the original revelation 

( lb-2�1, l 2b) .  ·nw ancient survi ves only c ta tio especially among ud
dhist polemics. For more, sec Kobayashi 1 990, 1 99; 1 992; 2000a, 514-
1 7; Yan 2001 .  



But make sure t keep i t  to and nt' V N  i t  leak 
N r must you harbor jealousy . practice w i l l  
from dangers disasters . You wi l l  be cal led .1 

go ey the 2 1 1 0, 

harn1oniza tion of 
gre

e - u ti

of xu l

rules of cul tivation of 
lun, T. 

to focus on 
3 

in po wife, Lady Sun (Sun 

Wushang biyao of t e 1 1 38, 

84. 10b) . H r Yongcheng lu (6.4a-Sb) .  

n and received a 

h from the Yel low Emperor. So prepared, she joined the 
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works, however, make it 
performing 

(zhang) r g 
In 

pants 

p , 

e

e

r e

DZ 1244, 17b) 

"After 

woman's 

The v

r 1997, 

The celestial v ments provide teachings . . .  [At the sacri

ice ] the ruler is  at the [ p ]  the eps the eastern hal l ] ;  

princi pal wife is  in  m s western] chamber. The 

comes t east; the moon comes up in  the west.  This  is 

the of yin and yang and the inci le h 
band wi . The [ acin wine in a vessel 

h an e h ; the e [ g] east offers wine 

in a [ i h and rituals proc ed 
the o each other 

bt'low . is  1 997, 58) 

i s ide, thei r  joint ,1scension in 1 55. 

of E,1stern (Oongyue was honored by 
ht•r son and gr.mdson who took the th after her husband . 

a lso Ttmgjitm lwui i  h r daughters and 
(2 . 1 4a- l 5b ) .  



y Celest ia l  
ib t o s f fi g ritual  and 

e u gi

b
Daoxuc zlwan 

1998, 687) . 

qi. 

1987, 

176; 1978, 156-60) .  

-t f f

Liexirm :::lma11 
a follows Confucian 

zhuan Biqiuni  :::./wan 
Wi th Daoxue 

into 
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E_arl� Med ieva l R.enuncia nts 

ruler, 

a v . Women 

t e s seen as 

Wei Huacu Queen 

t e West, or as p ne
to women both as dei ties and divine a en

age s e 

As celestial teachers revealing me man a p as 

they journeyed the ea to the imaginary. 

otherworld, world up rt d 



intermediaries, preceptors, and counsellors. Thanks tn tht:• assi stann• of 

these women, adepts n erg tha t lt:•d 

the rank of perfectt:>d . This assistance can'lt' in the of 

transformation, was indispensablt• for i tnmortal success. An l'arly 

example of celestial  tt:>acher tht• S/rc1 1xim1 :l1 1 1a 1 1 . A c
to this, in11nortal i ty seekt.•r rnoun

tains during his quest for wht.•n he a beautiful 

woman, years and clad a n1ulticolored gown. The 

woman demanded that j ie stones he had picked up 

on the mountain and years. When these tasks 

were complete, the divine methods 

revealing pertinent Jie 

mortality 

divinized un

they some

times examples 

Prime 

attained 

in Zlzengyi fawcn taishang wailu yi t 

1 .  Unmarried l i ving horne who decide, in 
agreement with their re s, to receive ritual  eachi gs 

from a master. This  would not em from 
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n but they 
them into the union. 

4. 

salva

tion. 

tum 
tu

In 

u m r

of e 

a e l ife, I, u

m ak e u e the Dao. Al though 

I embolden my f to advance, u e 

p [my relying t
1 m in a n s c r h se 

r r . request to a such a 
that  I practice c ng 

ritual teilching. I en



ened wil l  deign to give m e  

tered . ( l a; 1 9R l ,  99) 

s a

a e 1a e ge :  my 
1 o i g 

a e devo

1996, 30-31 

an 

om society, 

e e

Daoxue keyi of the Dao, 

engage the 
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3 .  practice 

4.  
5.  

6. 
ods. 

8. 

9. 

10 . 

Maoshan zh i 

Hua1l�tins Jins Y w 

i v ody 
kou leaving 
seven po�ms A and 
to ( 1 5 .3b) .  

recorded Dao.ntc  :/wan,  g 
felt a religious fr an e.:t rly d c e

even in face of an already arranged 



When she became ma iageab e parents madt• ,urange

ments to give her to the Xu clan. But she secretly prepart•d holy 

vestments . When the time of her wed d ing c<1me, sht• moun tt•d 

the carriage, went to her husband's  g<1 te <1nd was apparently 

getting ready to en e the s ix  ( wedding)  ceremonies. But i n  fal't 
she changed i to her Daoist clothes - a  yel low l inen ski r t  <1nd 

coarse wo len cloak - took her m agpie-ta i l  incense an

refused to play the in the ceremonies. 

Guests and hosts were equally but not even the 

family of her intended, were able to bend her wil l .  Even u l ly 

they let her go back to her native house, from where she be

came a recluse. (Bumbacher 

Daoxue 

I t  

Lien ii 

T. 

C.E . ,  
her 

all nourishment 

a to the point that 

on and allowed her to 
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Once separated from society, 

mountains to study with 

joined convents in 

sion th y ng g d in 

control of qi 

In 
h

498-

Daoxue 

fing and 

2000a, 504) 

Another kn wn e i s a l

was the aunt of i n l t ou

recorded, sh was a 

ascension of her ephe , described in Tao (456-536) Ming

tollg ii (Record of Exploring he 
daughter of thl• Zhang fan1 i ly of Hangzhou, she was adopted 

family of Wenzhou her tnother remarried 

The Xus wt•re followers of the Ct.:•lesti al  Masters, and 

duced to their early on, 



Fig.  The immorta l Zheng Siyu an and his tiger companions. 
Sou rce : Licxian q l lanzh uan . 
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ew years later, following the oc re her 
wish to leave the householder's life h own 
studying with various local t cher . 

Her nephew Zhou Ziliang, 

inspired to take up the Dao. In whe she was 
strictions on Daoist if 

and she into the ways 

caused 

and returned to her 

tered Tao H gjing a 

cendin to the 

Women such 

zhi a es . In 

notes 

communities of 

e

tions 

in 

Dao ist Women of the Tang 

The g dynasty n 

s y wa r y rel ou
s . e

l n t

as don1inant form w d 
and the 

of canonical w t g



an 1
u , a u

x In 736, he a s

p
s of . 

first three ranks were those of lay masters, the last three were mo

nastic, and the middle rank (Disciple of Eminent Mystery) signified a 

transitional  stage that could be held either by a householder or a recluse. 
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ranks 
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sh w 

They 
v e a 
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bo . They 

85-86) .  Their Vinaya those 
of 

Tltcri�tl tllli of  Elder a s - ree 



1 991 ) .  wen"' 
d 1 981 ; 1 994), a 
of  g ou al

grea respect in the 

1 996) . 5  

fortunate than 

a e 

em

kc_iie daosh i 

some

performance of 

e r gh rather than 

s female 
Vinaya 

e See 
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left side of  the body, matching 
since yang numbers are 
ance rites lead by 
rather than just one. As 

Observances the an Tang 
line monastic 

In regard o 

tion, 

co tr ng food, 

o rn s 

pe poor, 

a 

s p ng 

of run 

he
p n i

controversial f g r is  Yu Xuanj i a 
mon fam ly who was n1 rrie
ing in Chang' a , tht)n expdled by his firs

Returning to lht."' capi tal,  sht.• n1ade a iv i g as 
then took holy orders as a Daoist nun and joined the 



1 7  745, 

6; 1 991 ,  1 1 - 12) 

of Em
the 

un in 762. Her that 
of 

37) . 
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s m im r l s i u
s 

themselves. Thus, 

d 
i with I w l 

titi
Huang Lingwei 

d Y Zhenqing, the gi

n
an 

v

g i
t , 

and 
in

l

iant

r za

l tr t
r o a

thr g

ingw i also t ine
bodily to the in1n1ortals .  As og a in Yo1 1gchcng jixian l r t  
i t, after passing i

her flesh ,md fragrant  c1nd her body and qi 

s t i l l  warm A strange fragrance the 

cou rtyard hal ls .  Ht•r  orders and did 



not nail the coffin shut. Instead, they simply covered i t  w i th 

crimson netted gauze .  

Suddenly they a l l  heard a massive stoke of thundt•r .  When 

they looked at  the coffin, there w as a hole abou t as big .1s a 
hen's egg in the gauze, and in the coffin i tsel f onl y  her shroud 
and some wooden slips were le ft . the cei l ing of the room , 
there was a hole big enough for a person to pass through. 

They presented an offering of a gourd at the place of her as

cension. After several days it sprouted creepers and grew 

fru i ts that looked like peaches . Each time the anniversary of 

her death came around, wind and clouds swelled up and sud

denly entered the room . 1 15 . 1 l ab, 1 16 .7b-8a; Ca

hill 1990, 33-34; also 4 .1 6a) 

in 

r

an

(Tongjian houji 

of qi . 

x

. t
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also in  

of personal 

women of 

and 

n 

a 

m t 

altar 

of pl n am o r
and ric t n1ats; ram a s 
and diffen.•nt sorts of and k· fo r e a
as "purplt.•-flaming orchids'' or " thousandfold 

Each had least three 

o r  gold and aromatics, frank

sandalwood, and ( n



o f ia t the m o a

to 

k h and 

ha

6 

w

c te the air. 

hei high status, 

a pt of immortality (see 

renunciants m ieval China appeared in  a variety of 

roles d nte se ting an example for a life that al lowed women to 

fulfill their p iritua l urge for transcendence or escape from difficult so-
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Cha pter Six 

founders a nd Matria rchs 

re ory 
competi tion r

began is

sued spells 

ommu i ca tion with nce to to set people's Daoists of 
type became com mon in the Song dynasty known as _{t1slt i 

or ritual  masters ( Da vis  2001 ) . They grew famous loca l ly a t  first, continu

ing loca l cu l ts of tht• a n d  crea ti ng a fo l lowing in a specific rt>gion 
(Schi pper 1 985) .  Once estab l i shed , tht• i r grou ps gradua l ly  grt>w to n a -
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tional importance, i
r ptures were 2002) .  

r ognition of local 

Huizong (r. 1 1 01-1 125), 

ve r 2000) .  

Daode jing, 

v ra ru r

i

c e 1 023, Yunji qiqian 

g a

ou believer n 

h the Great Emperor 

o 

a

a l

reign ended 

a p

Still, the cults a p e

b l a y and 

cient ea hing with 

Many t e

1 A Buddhist-based a s m i la nature i s  th veneration of Guanyin in 

the form a woman of the eleventh century who refused to 
a husband and Responsible for nu

merous miracles, she was fi rst locally an then more w idely . Numer

ous sources and her t�xploits. See Du bri ge 1 978; Yi.i 



E_ari.!:J 

on w om�n, o h in 
mem e s p , was W y 

Way 

Xiaodao Wu Xu cr zllcnjrm zll uan 
Xu 

Yuloug ji 

jiao 

a 

2 Akizuki 
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y (To11gjinn houji 

Qingwei xianpu 

S ty In 

of e o

and pe tio and me o a to 

of e the 

of 
central  revt.\aling 

i e in

o pantheon, 



his immed iatt• environment, a 
of 

e on r to the power 
98 , 

role l a io r 

Matria rch of Women's Alchem� 

Cao 

latter 

com

Daode jing (Col

p e . 2 .1b) .  The collection 

contains 

these, Lady Cao is the sole 
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M

v

that the 

(xingmin�), identified w p r and qi (shc1 1qi ) .  
tw i n fy and of 
ing , inn r ature re er the en a
personal i ty, while de ny b

nected, both have be developed equa th

o en described in tern1s tranq (qingjing) . 
of equilibriun1 is in notion fun
damental way being in the world, i .e .  a 
freed from e ires and is absorbed . 



attributed to Cao 

rse under the Liu�ywm pian  (Th" N u minous 
Daoslw P vo of he Dao, DZ 1 0 1 7; a collt.'C

treatises, to 1 1 50 .  Here the is 

e ian a famous immortal 

who r Tang dynas As ht.'r hagiography de

her arly teens when sh en ou er d an 
instructed her to live n She 

g and entered the 

Wu tried 

im

a 

1948, 1 27-28; 1916, 781 -83) .  

y 

. 

8) .  

1 857, 

career and 
e

Overmyer 
57; Grant 1995, 
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Fig .  H :  Ht' X i angu w i th ht•r L·ha ro.Ktt.'r ist ic ladlt> conta ining immortal i ty mush
rooms, pt.'<.1(Jws, p int' br.1nches .  Sou rce : Y1 1 11 1 1dai  L ie.ritm :}wan .  



i s  found in anothl•r  
He Xiangu xiugsll i frm ii ci (Verses X angu to Awakt•n he 

the u dh s sectarian tract 1 907. t n w h a 
of her the horrors of 

push towards n1arriage" (Grant 1 995, 
and int'SGl pahle subservience 

the p i tu p th a 
" I preserve Guanyin, 

and 

ge. 

i t .  
ease, spir i t  
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Your numinous center brightly burning, blood and fluids start 
to wither. (Qunximz youyu zuanji Despeux 85) 

cco d ng 
mind and c cin

qi accom
plished, the body is 

mind becomes min
ror" (lingjian), and 

ing nothing.3 

the state 

openness and 

flesh and bo e spirit 

the various gods come to reside. The process 

poem 

After nine 

an e

Sit  

pro n p tic of qi- o t ol  and 

p s d v lop magical o ers ng
e s t s ti ns n

ve ing in abilities far beyond e 

ordinary peop e attaining e Dao and 
th ng In r n recounts the main 

' The as mirror is a 
and 197 4; I 979; 1983; 



a c it n l i teratun\ the control  

lo g l i fe, and realiza tion 

p ac ce is  a l o modified 

rt'vealing of  

), especially deep 

at 

tum 
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Diligently inci te the d iv ini ties to reside in you forever, 
Establish yourself  in emptiness and leisure - no need for real 

space. 

In the midst  of nonbeing there is wondrous being, but holding 
on to it is hard. 

So just relax and nurture the infant within - yet also caring for 

the mother. (2 .7a) 

An 

Model of Complete F erfection  

the practice in

( 1 1 1 9-1 182; 

er ec (qizlzen ), 
l a r a school still 

m n nt in 

The ngy ng ( 1 1 1 2-1 1 70) 

He c i e a c a ca
tion and spent of o fi i in th

the Jurchen-J in The Ju c from the r gion 
Manchuria, had conquered north China in 1 1 25, u i g Huizong's 

to move so h to thus precipitating h beginning h

Southern Song. In 1 1 59, at  agt\ forty-eight, W ng o ic and 
withdrew to on nan where a 

tha e led hern1it .  



Fig. portra i t  of Sun Buer. Sou rce:  Daoyua11 yiqi jing. 
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During this time, he had a rev ry 
privy to religious Daoist 

rious strangers, later i en ie

wned E g Immortals . 

Wang intensified 

dug himsel a 

burned his u

han n in ern China, 

win o

spread hi c g 

The 

during his 

m urning period 

s ead hing

he i r t 

Branch) created 

chun. Sun Bu

the un a n a c

Tranquility 

e Both her p

came 

Daoism. 

Sun Bue Sun 

trict Shandong the fi 1 1 19, 

Emperor Huizong. cc

her life,4 this natural occurrence, but wa

� There five sources in the Daoist  scri e Sun Buer's life. 

is he official  accoun t  o f  school 's  l ineage, the Jinlimz :hcrz:ong ji (DZ 

by Qin Zh ' an ; i t  dates This 1 271 , the Qi:herz 

n im1p 1 1  (Chronology of Seven DZ 1 75), compiled Li D qian . 
a ou 1 300, is  Tongjian lzouji 

in  tu m, is fol lowed by anothe source, the J in lian :llen
:ong xianyumr ximrg:lr rwn the m t l of the Per

fect Lineage of the Lotus, DZ a l l  these sources, 

see Boltz 64-68 . Sun Buer also a ag og phy ilmer alchemical 



m o cep o d ream, 

courtyard, off, 

mo he s of 
knew 

powers, baby m o a

im

Shangyangzi jindan dayao 
liexian 

Anec

s e zo11gshi daoxing bei (In cripti n 

xirmyum1 lu (An 
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hi he mi g by 
she tried him 

days, y 

retreat, 

in 

in 

n

e

b un 

t s

b d d i

m it . 
(fenli), a m p n hic

n t . 

Wa g and in 

on Mount unyu (Qizhen n ianpu 
Sun lingered a b i t  l g before leaving e oi

in the fo owing h

Jinlian ( old n in N inghai i

had her o v rt ten times (Xianyuan xiangzlwan 
poem about the situation attributed to him: 

To these two years, have brought you pears 

ten 
avorable celestial con



stay the osom of your family ,  
for formation of tht' Golden Lotus .  

Uin lian :llcng:ong Clwngyn11g qtum:ltc1 1 j i ,  DZ 1 1 53, 2. 1 9a )  

(Ciwngynng fenli sll ilma ji, 

in 

(Ciwngyang fen li shihua ji ; 

and her hus

By becoming a re

unc n the her husband to 

the family is thus the ultimate in 
fulfillment of wifely uty . The argument echoes earlier medieval 

both Buddhism and Daoism, which claimed that the ut

in fi lial iet was to be concerned with the fate of one's parents in 
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1998) . 

Uinlian zhenzong ji 

fin/ian zlzenzong ji, 

Xi' 

Zhouyi can tong qi 

qi 

In 

Uinlia 1 1  zhenzong ji 

s p ta l ismans, and sa r d charts, peu

2000b . The Comp e e M inglzc yuyin (Further form 

DZ 1 1 00), dated 1 348, p f e trance procedures and 

a number of  poems recei ved th ugh (3 . l l a ) .  A co em

por.lry sou rce confirms the practice (T. 2 1 1 6, 52 .76 l a) .  
For more the pl.:mchettt-, see Espos i to :.woo, 64R-50.  On mod r

and Overm yer 1 986. 
7 The of s l ight ly  l a e provenance does o mention the 

final encounter w i th Ma Danyang and, ratht•r  tha qi, has her in 



(G rotto of the 

an ecc who 

ce t r (To1 1g_iirm hcm}i 6. 1 7b) .  

y 

exorcism and eccentricity. She died there 

29th 1 2th 1 1 82, h v g 
e 

(Mi11ghe yuyin 

him, 

Uinlian zlzcnzong ji 

In 

(Xianyuan xiangzhuan 

Shaanxi performing rituals for Wang Chongyang before moving to Luoyang 

(42a) .  

H She is  first l isted among them i n  the fin/ian :hen:ong j i  o f  1 24 1  (Boltz 1987, 

Despeux 1 990, 12 1 -22) .0ther early sources, including works from 1 258 and 

1 271 ,  name only male leaders (Ganslw i x innyuan lu 2.24a-25b; et al .  1 988, 
However, an inscrip tion from 1 271 has her in the al .  1988, 604) .  

For detai ls  on the l ineage form a tion, see Marsonne 200 1 ;  Goossaert 2001 . 
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Taiyi yuanjun j(- -·7Ctt see 

Goddess of the Great One 

Taiyin nii :k�ft, 87 

Taiyuan j(Jjf(, 1 55 

Taizhen :7.\:�, 1 23 

Taizhen furen *..tixA, 35 

Taizi ruiying benqi jing *..-t-Prfitff!::$= 
M;*�' 

44, 7 - , 

Tamba no Yasuyori fh$:/�ffit 
Tan Changzhen �� $i:, 157 

Tanabata -t;::)l, 6 

T g yna 61 ,  
1 18-25, 2 5 

Tang 

Tangyangzi &�-=f, 2 8 , 

1 
Tantric Buddhism, 
Tanyang dashi zhuan · · ��::keffi-f$, 

43-44 
Tanzi �-=f, 

Tao Hongjing !WiU5L�, 6

Tao Tanbei IWt!1 Vffl, 
Taohua guan ��:(tfi, 
Tara, 

teachers, I I  
teeth I 22

Therigiithii, 120 

6
three chariots, 
Three Corpses, 219 
Three Passes, 

Three Primes, 

Three Simplici ties, 

three teachings, 82 1 84 
Three Terraces, 239 
Three Vehicles, 1 82 

thunder rites, 132 
Tianbao guan � , 1 24 

Tianfei X�C., 65 

Tianfei jiuku lingyan jing ::k�c;f5!:=5 
�*�' 

tiangu i 7(�, 

Tianhuang shangdi x�J:7ff, 

Tianqing gong xm'§, 154 
Tianshi 7(gffi, 
Tianshi dong 7(gffi1J5j, 204 

Tiantai shan 7\:i:JLlJ, 
Tianxian dajie xfill:k£ 6

in 

Tongjian houji see Lishi zhenxian 
tidao tongjian houji 

tou long ��� 

Tower, Twelve-Storied, 

training, 

trance, 237, 2

tree, 
trigrams, 
tugu naxin D±E�*fi, 
tuota i Jmijil, 

Vinaya, 
virtues, 

visions, 
visualization, 

VOWS, 

waidan -9}-13j·, 
Wang C angyu I 1¥; FJ ,  
Wang Chong :E 
W ng Chongyang ]-=. :W:�, 

Wang Fangping I:1J2p, 
Wang Fengxian �*1LIJ, 
Wang furen 

Wang Kunyang �f.W,�, 
Wang Ping T."'F, 
Wang Qiyun _ · *  �"' ·



Wang Shizhen 3?. tit �,{.,  43, 
Wang Taozhen _T .  ,: Xt 
Wang X iaqi ·_ , a f�, 
Wang Xijue .£��, 43 
Wang Xin =f.f�t 154 

Wang Yunwu T . . ,-. ,1'1:1, 
Wang Yuyang 1 7 

Wangmu niangniang .=f.ffl:Mttz£t 45 
Wangwu shan IiF\,w, 41 ,  160 
Weaver Maid, 184 
Wei Huacun R.f-¥, 14-15, 97, 98, 

105, 124, 168, 205 
Wei Zhiling WiG":& 207 
Weizhou guan !iA·H'IIJL 152 
Wen Bin i&li(, 90 

Wen yuanjun 3t:rc�, 132 
Wenshi  jing XMi*.m, 1 66 

Wenyi zhenren )(��A, 133 
Wenzi :)(f-, 1 1 8  

widows, 22, 151-155 
women, alchemy of, 20, 98, 133, 

1 59, 198-220; 
body of, 189-98; 
characteristics of, 246; 
in religion, 1 ;  

life cycle of, 195, 224; 
majority of, 244-45; 
numbers of, 201 ;  
transformation of, 220-42; 

works on, 201-1 1 ,  
types of, 6-7, 244 

Wu Meng �� 131 

Wu Yizhu ��l}K, 209 
Wu Yuantai �7C�, 213 

Wu Yun ��' 217 
Wu Zetian ftt�IJx, 123, 126, 1 35 

Wuchang tongzi 1�'S'!i-=f, 75 

Wudang shan .tttlfitll.J, 207 

Wuding IltT, 51 

Wudou mi dao E4*3jg, 1 05 

Wu lins jir rs I t , _, 97 
Wushans hiyao !w. 1·. �£·�, 29, 1 07 
Wusheng laomu �'t ���. 42, 45 
Wuwei sanren JftU�ti:� A,_, 1 54 
wuxins _fi (]", sec five phases 
Wuyi shan Iit·�UJ, 41 
Wuying M/�, 1 93 
Wu:ltou Nancl1eng xian Magu sltan 

x ian tan j i  t1 ! \ H I I r ) !hx�'ilfuVl�I IJ ftlJ 
t!Bc, 97 

Xi' an "r§�, 14 , 1 71 
x ian 1LlJ, 84 
xiangu illl� [bones) , 95 
xiangu 1Ll1tt!i (ladies], 151 
Xiannii zhuan 1lll3z=i$, 86 

Xian tian doumu zougao xuanke !Jc7( 
4£l*-E-�f4, 75-77 

Xiantian taihou j!CJZ:},(f§, 49, 60-

63 

Xianxue yuan flll�!m, 204, 210 

Xianyi guan �fift, 123 
Xianyuan xiangzlwan, see Jin lian 

zhenzong xianyuan xiangzltuan 
Xiao Daocun Jlil!f¥, 188 

Xiao Lianzhen lififEffi�, 1 16, 201 
xiao zhou tian ,J ,ffl]JZ, see 

microcosmic orbit 
Xiaodao lun �Jt!rna, 50 

Xiaodao Wu Xu er :ltenjun zlzuan � 
i]!��t-=ffil:�f$, 131 

Xiaoshi if�' 99 
Xie Ziran � § �, 40, 168 

Xihe shaoni.i i§illJ '_}/!;(, 88 

xin �L', 216-18  

x in c r u  94 

Xingke tiben HIJf41m:.$:, 156 

xingm irrg tt$, 135, 210-15, 217 

Xingming gu i:hi t.£®£§', 205, 

238, 242 

xingming slwangxiu t£$�1�, 210 



Xinmu lun {A3 �, 217-19  
xinshui  ffi7J<,, 196 
Xinxin xiangying ' L'{A§�, 21 1 
Xishan i§ll.J, 131  
Xisheng jing j§�*'�' 1 33 
Xiuzhen guan ��It 155 
Xiuzhen shishu ��+it, 1 84 

Xiuzhen taiji hunyuan tu ��*� 
iEbclll, 1 88 

Xiwang mu i§.:Eff}:, 1 0, 14, 25-45, 

48, 78, 98, 1 1 1 , 168, 1 81 ,  202, 
207, 229, 241, 245; lad es of, 35 

Xiwang mu niixiu zhengtu sh ize i§ 
.:EBJ:t(�iE�+�U, 162-63, 192, 

196, 204-05, 209, 224-26, 229-30, 

233-34 
Xizong 11*, 33 

Xu Xun �jff, 131 -32, 1 68 

Xuanmen sltislti weiyi 1:r�+�� 

fit 121 

xuanm iao 1:'9!};, 50 

Xuanmiao neipian 1:'9Y!79 �, 50-51 ,  

55-56 

Xuanmiao yunii 1:'9!}; _I:$(, 49, 50-

52 

Xuanni.i z:$(, 15 

Xuansu ,:t�, 90 

xuanzlw ��, 222 

Xuanzong z*, 41,  1 1 8, 1 23, 126, 

199, 200 

xue rtn, see blood 

Xue Daoheng tf¥:ifiit, 62 

X rm:i {ij T, 25 

Yan Lugong wenji LL 1·1 . 'rf 97 

Yan Zhenqing J 1 \YPU, 97, 1 24 

Yang Baozong �� ;j��, 201 

Y g Gu i fe i 1 1  C., 1 23 
Yang Shouhe ,j: ·1 1 ,  1 54 

Y ng Shouxuan t ' f.:Z, 1 55 

Yang Shouzhen � 1 1 ' j 1 'L, 1 54 

Yang Xi m�, 14, 15  
Ya g 123 
Yangshan banyue kan m�* .F.1 fU, 

209 
yangsheng shu fi�f;1t], 84 

Yangsheng yaoji ·j:_��� 178 

Yangwu zhaiji fift��' 1 52 

Yangxing yanming lu W·tiM�, 
178 

Yankou dong � 0 1[5], 1 14 

Yanzhou shanren xu gao ffi1H� A.*l 
frlj, 43, 229, 240 

Yaochi f.£1t!!, 28, 41,  188 

Yaochi jinmu l&tt!!�£3:, 45 

Yellow Chamber, 199 

Yellow Court, 1 81 ,  1 85, 188 

Yellow Emperor, 25, 33, 58, 61 ,  

107 
Y in ing �'L'�, 204, 207 

-J(� 43 

Yijing �*'�' 21 1,  225, 228, 235 

power of, 6, 8-13, 34, 36-39, 

246 

Yin 167 

Yin jt�, 55, 1 70 

yindan �-P}, 1 99 

Y zhou ili•HI, 1 88 

70, 1 08-09, 121,  

248-49, 251 ;  

and bod , 8-9, 1 6, 1 78-80, 1 84-

87, 21 1 - 15; 

energies, 1 94-96; 

rh thm of, 222, 232, 236 
Yinyuan jing �*�*��, 233 

Yixia fun  • � l �" , ilfiJ, 50, 55-56 
Yizhou �·JH, 1 55 

Yongcheng lt; t&t 28 

Yongclreng jixian lu ±Hf.l"b� (l.LJ�, 28, 

32, 34-36, 43, 49, 52, 58, 60, 61 , 
86, 91 , 97, 1 07, 1 24-25 



Yongzhong ffl rp, 206 

aEB �:in, 73 
Youlong zhuan ��ftltffJ, 50 

rtifrjlfE . 131 

�, 25, 33 

rif1.Ql 1 54 

J i ng � �' 88 

.� :�:�, 122 

96, 135, 148, 152-55 
��' 99 

Yuandai liexian zlwan 7C{-\:91J{LlJ-f$, 

136 
yuanjun :;cl!, 58 

JC!tti_t 1ff, 132 

JCM:i:J(J:., 36 

��' 102 
yueshu i  .F3 7.k,, 21 ,  1 96 

.F3 g§, 207 
yuexin F.J {8, 227 
yuexue F.J IfiL 21 

Yufang bijue 3S.ffl-f��, 10, 39 

Yulong gong 3S.�i'§, 131 

Yulong ji  33Ji£ 131 

Yunguang ji ���, 152 

Yunji qiqian ��tit, 34, 73, 125, 

130, 1 61 ,  191 ,  233 
Yunshan ji *JlJ�, 152 

Yunii feng .33:�11$, 99 

Yunxia dong �Ji¥[6], 144 

Yunxia p i �-�yJit 158 

yuru .:IS.�L, 234 

.33: JlJ, 26 

Yushan pai .:IS.JlJrJit 157 

Yu han pai lllft.jJlJiJit 157 

Yu tai xinyong .:IS..{J'�, 3 

Yuzhen .:IS.!4, 40, 1 26, 169 

Yuzhen' an .33J4.� 155 

zang .,, see five organs 

Zangwai daoshu iil )'hJ�) J, 43 

Zeng Shuliang fl'tmR, 170 

Zmgximrg liexian :lwan tt!l � 91J 1UJ 

f8, 30 
:Iran clrilong !lifr;n�fflL set• dragon 
zlrang , ; , ., 1 08 
Zha g Boduan �{l�l�M, 21 7 

�J;, 1 92 
Zhang Daol in �itt�, 16, 1 04-07, 

1 69 
Zhang Gua gd i g �IJJL 87 

Zhan Guo ��' 199 

Zhan Hua ��l, 29 

Zhang houwei �9=M, 155 

Z ang Wanfu �m;m, 126, 161 

Zhang �Jl, 105 

Z ang Zhan ��' 1 78 

Zhang Zhiqing ��·M, 169 

Zhang Zhumin �tT�, 209 

!i¥�, 154 

Zhao Bichen m��' 224 
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Zhongtiao shan cpf�llJ, 168 
Zhongxiao dao ,�,#Jlt 131  

Zhou dynasty, 25, 53, 85-86, 21 1 

Zhou Muwang mlf�.:E, 32 

Zhou Ziliang mJ f-.m_, 1 1 6-18  

Zhouyi cantong q i  mJ��jl5]�, 146 
Zhu Yi *=ii, 87 
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Ziwei �fa 188 
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Ziwei furen ���A, 14, 16  

Ziwei gong ��g, 70 
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Ziyang zhenren Wuzhen pian 
sanzhu ���A'IN��-tl, 
190-91, 222 

Ziyun lou ��fl, 200 
Zu Shu fft!l®f, 1 7-18, 132-33, 149 
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